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Curris Set To Decide
On Signing Resolution

IN TUNE WITH NATURE — Dr. John Griffin took his Murray State class outside recently to study the
characteristics of a plant near Wilson Hall. The class, titled "Woody Plant Materials," is an agriculture requirement.
(Photo By John Salerno)

A Murray State University
freshman arrested Tuesday night
on drug possession, charges
remains jailed today.
District Judge Sid Easley set
cash bond for Robert T. Bizzell,

Hopkinsville
Firm Given
Road Contract
The state Department of
Transportation has awarded a
contract for resurfacing 11.3 miles
of Kentucky 94, Murray-Eggners
Ferry Road.
Dixie Pavers Inc. of
Hopkinsville was the recipient of
the $256,307 contract. The
company will resurface the road
from Kentucky 208 to the Marshall
County line.
The project is part of this year's
record resurfacing program.
Under the program, more than
1,000 miles of Kentucky roads will
be resurfaced at a cost of $40
million.
The size of this year's
resurfacing program was the
result of cutbacks and savings in
the department enacted by
Secretary Frank Metts. Last year
the department resurfaced 584
miles of state roads at a cost of
$21.3 million.

Consideration of the 1981-82
working budget heads the agenda
for tonight's meeting of the
Murray Independent Board of
Education.
Personnel recommendations
are also on the agenda for the
meeting, which is set for 7:30 p.m.
at the board office building.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sandra
Day O'Connor, selected from
judicial obscurity to become the
first woman on tilt Supreme
Court, is facing a trial, of sorts,
before 18 US.senators.
Mrs. O'Connor, picked by
President Reagan to become the
102nd member in the 191-year
history of the nation's highest
court, is expected to vim Senate
confirmation easily. But she first
may have to wrestle with tough
and pointed questioning about her
views on such explosive issues as
abortion, busing and school
prayer.
A state appeals court judge
from Arizona, Mrs. O'Connor was
to appear before the Senate
Judiciary Committee today for
the start of what is expected to be
three days of hearings.
Mrs. O'Connor, 51, arrived in
Washington a week ago for what a

19, Hart Hall, at $6,250 on
Wednesday. The MSU student was
arrested in his dormitory room
after a search conducted by
Kentucky State Police narcotics
detective Joe Pat Cohoon and
members of the MSU public safety
department.
Bizzell, whose home address is
listed as Murphysboro, Ill., is
charged with possession of
cocaine, a Schedule II narcotic,
Class D felony; possession of
hashish, a Schedule I nonnarcotic, Class A misdemeanor;

and possession of marijuana, a
Schedule I non-narcotic, Class B
misdemeanor.
A further charge of possession
of amphetamines, a Schedule II
controlled substance, is pending,
according to MSU Public Safety
Director Joe Green. The
substance is presently under
analysis, Green said.
According to the arrest
warrants, Bizzell was in
possession of one gram of cocaine,
three grams of hashish, and one
ounce of marijuana and a bottle of
marijuana seeds.

Murray State University
President Constantine Curris was
set to decide whether he would
sign a resolution passed in
Saturday's Board of Regents
meeting at 10:30 a.m. today.
The resolution directs the
president to ask the state to pay
attorney's fees to Hurt
Haverstock and Jones for services
prior to and during the spring
hearing to oust Curris from his
seat as university president.
Prior to the meeting this
morning Curris refused to
comment on whether he would
sign the document saying, "I'M
making a conscious decision not to
make public comments relative to
the controversy as an act of good
faith." Curris was to meet with
Board of Regents Chairman Ron
Christopher this morning. Before
the meeting Christopher said,
"My expectation is that he
Curris) will sign the document
provided the forms are in order. I
haven't seen the forms yet, but if
they are in order I'm sure he will
sign them."
Curris refused to sign the
request for payment several
months ago because of the
controversy surrounding his
position as president. He
explained the powers allowed the
university president had
temporarily been taken from him,
' therefore he could not sign the
official document in the capacity
as university president.
Christopher explained the

Board of Regents cannot direct
the state to pay the $20,000
attorney's bill, however, they can
and have directed Curris to see
the bill is settled by the
university.
Currently the problem lies at
the state level. Previously State
Finance Secretary George Atkins
has said the fees cannot be paid by
the state without a personal
service contract by the state to the
law firm for services.
Christopher explained this
morning the Board had believed
all during the controversy a
personal service contract was not
needed. He said when the
controversy began in February,
(university attorney) James
Overby contacted the governor's
legal counsel, who in turn
contacted me for verification of
Overby's right to hire the firm.
Jerry Abramson (then the
governor's legal counsel) assured
both Overby and I a personal
service contract was not needed."
Following that attorney general
Stephen Beshear questioned
Overby's authority. During the
week of February 22, Abramson
again called university personnel
and said no personal service
contract was necessary. At this
point he and Beshear were in
agreement and no contract was
prepared as a result of that
instruction, Christopher said.
Atkins entered the controversy
later and said the state could not
pay the fee without a letter from
the attorney general Christopher
said Atkins received that letter
and then still refused payment to

Hurt, Haverstock and Jones.
When this latest request goes to
the state capital Christopher
hopes it will be paid. However be
said, "I would hope he (Atkins)
would agree to pay it, but Atkins
has consistently been
inconsistent. So, who knows what
he might do."
The latest direction from Atkins
came in the form of a request to
find some legal precedent for
paying these fees without a
personal service contract.
In a presentation to the Board of
Regents Saturday, attorney
Harold Hurt, senior partner in
Hurt, Haverstock and Jones, told
the board his investigation had
discovered Western Kentucky
University pays a Bowling Green
law firm without the contract. He
explained the firm is paid as a
"part-time employee" of the
university.
Following that report, the
Regents passed a resolution to
declare Hurt, Haverstock and
Jones part-time employees of
MSU. They then instructed Curris
to prepare and sign the proper
forms for part-time employment.
Hurt today explained he is
unsure whether his findings at
Western will lead to actual
payment of the fee. "History tells
us Secretary of Finance Atkins
will find some method not to pay it
even though in the past he has
made commitments, even one in
the press, to pay the fee," Hurt
said.
At press time this morning
Atkins remained unavailable for
comment.

Economic Program Receives Another Jolt
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan's embattled
economic program is receiving
another jolt — a forecast from
congressional economists that the
budget shortfall for next year will
be nearly $23 billion above
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White House spokesman called
"isolated study and preparation."
A family Mend said the nominee
was "getting ready for the worst,
and hoping it does not come."
A memorandum circulated by
conservative Sen. John East, RN.C., urges his 17 fellow
committee members to be bold in
questioning Mrs.. O'Connor about
her views on the broad range of
constitutional issues likely to
come before the court.
East's memo said, "There is
broad agreement among
constitutional scholars that the
Senate's duty to 'advise and
consent' to Supreme Court
nominations is at the very least an
ebligatioa.to (previd0 MOM than
8 rubber stamp for the president's
choices."

Reagan's target of $42.5 billion.
The report from the
Congressional Budget Office also
predicts that in 1984, the year for
which Reagan has promised a
balanced budget, there will be a
$50 billion deficit.
The budget office provides
independent budget data for

Sunny and warmer today.
High in the low to mid 80s.
Clear and not quite so cool
tonight. Low in the upper 50s to
low 60s. Mostly sunny and
warm Friday. High in the mid
to upper 80s.
Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday;
Partly cloudy skies with near
normal temperatures. No
significant rainfall expected.
Lows in the 60s awith highs in
the 80s.

about specific cases now pending
before the high court, set to begin
its new term Oct. 5. But it said "a
balance must be struck" which
permits senators to vote "with
something more than resumes
and slogans as a basis for their
decisions."
The American Bar
Association's Code of Judicial
Conduct, however, says a
candidate for judicial office
"should not make pledges or
promises of conduct in office...or
announce his views on disputed
legal or political issues."
Past nominees, most recently
Justice John Vaul Stevens in 1975,
successfully have fended off
political hot potatoes bY invoking
the ethical code. But political
conservatives who have voiced
opposition to what they perceive
to be Mrs. O'Connor's views on
abortion and the proposed Equal

Congress. The report was being officials searching for additional
presented today at a meeting of budget cuts in order to hold down
spending.
the House Budget Committee.
During a White House meeting
While indicating a gradual
decline in budget deficits over the Wednesday to consider ways to
next several years, the report said cut the defense budget, Reagan
"that budget balance will not be said a 1982 deficit of $42.5 billion is
attained by 1984 unless the "manageable and we can do it."
"We're determined we're going
proposed growth of defense
spending is curtailed, non-defense to come in at 42.5," Reagan said.
spending is scaled back even Reagan also commented on a
further or increases in revenues
are generated."
Meanwhile, the report included
an economic forecast predicting
"substantial improvement in the
economy compared with the
lackluster performance of recent
years."
The Twelfth Annual "Help the
Nevertheless, the report said, Lions Sight Conservation Candy
"CB0 is not as optimistic as the Days" will be conducted Friday
administration."
and Saturday, Sept. 11 and 12, by
Although ,Congress enacted the,Lions Clubs of Kentucky and
record budget- and tax-cutting the Murray Lions Club will parpackages before its August ticipate, according to Lion Paul
interest rates have remained Mansfield, president of the Murhigh, threatening to push the ray Lions Club.
federal budget deficit well beyond
The candy days help to support
Reagan's target of $42.5 billion for the Kentucky Lions Eye Founda1982 and wipe out hopes of the tion and the Murray Club's Eye
balanced budget the president Care and glassesprogram.
promised for 1984.
Lion Fred Clark will be the
That has sent administration

proposal by Republican
congressional leaders for
legislation that would give
Reagan limited authority to
impound — that is, not spend —
money that Congress had voted to
spend. He called the
impoundment proposal "very
interesting."
"I think I can be very helpful,"
he said.

Candy Days To Aid
Lions Eye Foundation

Rights Amendment may not be
pacified as easily.
Among the tilb dozen witnesses
who will try to sway the
committee's vote and
recommendation to the full Senate
are leaders of the anti-abortion
groups and organizations called
the International Council of
Christian Churches, Citizens for
God and Co nifty and United
Families of America.
Mrs. O'Connor's nomination
was endorsed Tuesday by an
American Bar Association
committee.
Mrs. O'Connor served as a state
trial judge from 1975 to 1979, when
she was appointed to the Arizona
Court of Appeals by Gov. Bruce_
Babliitt.
The mother of three sons, Mrs.
O'Connor is married to John
O'Connor III, a senior partner of a
large Phoenix law firm.

club's chairman for candy days.
Club members will man selected
locations on Friday and Saturday,
giving the familiar candy rolls in
exchange for donations to help the
Murray Club raise a goal of $1,100
toward the overall $50,000 state
goal.
"Each candy roll exchanged,"
said President Mansfield, "will
help the Lions continue to expand
their services for sight conservation and other club projects as eye
tests and the purchase of glasses.

`SPELL' BOUND — Members of the cast of "Godspall" watch
fascinated during a scene from the Murray-Calloway County
CummurrityTheatre production ofthe hit-rituadcar.They are(- top)
Jay Overton, Barry Wyatt, (bottom) Carol Spann and Rene
Taylor. Performances begin at 8 p.m.,Sept. 10, 11, 12 and 13. For
further information or reservations, call the Community
Theatre's "Ticketline" at 759-1752.
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ORR BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Orr
of Murray Route 3 are the
parents of a baby boy,
Larry Elijah, weiging
five pounds 12 ounces,
measuring 1834 inches,
born on Saturday Sept. 5,
at 2:44 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed
at Paschall Carpet.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Orr,
Calloway Avenue,
Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. W. G. Mills of
Dexter Route 1.
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Newborn Admission
Bowling Baby Boy
The (Dessie), A-7 Coach
The movie,
Hiding Place," will be Estates, Murray.
Dismissals
shown- at the First
Rhonnda N. Kerr,
Christian Church
Auditorium on Sunday, Almo, Mrs. Betty J.
Schnueringer, Rt. 9,
Sept. 13.
The Rev. Dr. David C. Benton, Edwin H.
Roos, pastor, said the Graves, 1709 Audubon,
movie be shown from 6 to • Murray, James Michael
6:30 p.m., and the public Morgan, 725 S. 4th,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy Sue
is invited to attend.
Morton, 1000 Walnut,
Murray, Mary E.
Barrow, 705 Goodman,
Murray.
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60TH ANNIVERSARY REUNION of the Murray High School graduating
class of 1921 and associate members are, reading left to right around the
Triangle Inn dining table August 1,1981, were: Vince Cummings, Eva
Cummings, Charlie Cain, Moyna Cain,Irene Young,Fulton Young, Modelle
Miller, Claude Miller, Roberta Maughs, Dorothy Jennings, Kerby Jennings,
Mayme Dent, T. Sledd, Sadie Nell Jones, Jack Kennedy, Ruth Kennedy,
Mattie Lou Watson, Jeff Watson, Freeman (Boss) Brown, Fannie Brown,
Artie Morris.
Photo courtesy Ed Fenton

The August meeting of
the Elm Grove Baptist
Church Women was held
at the church with
Juanita Lee directing the
mission study.
Assisting her in the
presentation were Elects
Fulkerson, Jimmie Lee
Carmichael, June Crider,
and Bobbie Burkeen.
The women planned a
food shower for Glendale
and Meadows Children's
Homes. A love offering
was made for Larry
Butler and family.
Hostesses were Zella
Futrell and Juanita Lee.

•

Kelly Pritchard bride-elect of Rkheird
Young has chosen her decorating accessories from our collection. They
'II wed Sept. 26.
753-0317
.1914 Coldwater Rd.
Murray
•

••
•

Chiropractor
Of"The Village"641 N.

of the class of 21 members who are
residents of Murray and Calloway
County were unable to attend the
sunptious dinner of country ham
and southern fried chicken, with
Warden Gilbert maitre d'hotel.
Following the lunch, Mrs. Dent
and Jennings led the group in an
informal roundtable discussion,
highlighted by recollections by
Mrs. Maughs and Mrs. Dent who
for years were the competing
scholars of school days. As usual,
the confrontation was a tie in
intellectual exchange as it had
been for so many years in the
past.
A centerpiece of gorgeous roses
were the gift of Mrs. Miller, and
Dorothy Jennings presented an
ample anniversary decorated
home-bakfd cake.
At the conclusion, the group
sang the familiar "Auld Lange
Syne" with a note of finality
ringing with reality. No plans
were made for further heartwarming reunions.
•Wal Mart Sell.,

•

Dr. Ron Wuest,

Murray High Class Of
1921 Holds Reunion
Members, associate members
and a guest attended a luncheon at
the Triangle Inn early this month
in observance of the 60th
anniversary of the graduating
class of Murray High School's 1921
seniors. Twenty-two attendants
participated in the old-fashioned
luncheon and social hour.
Only six participating
graduates of '21, Mayme
(Bagwell) Dent of
eston,
Roberta (Holton)(Maughsof
Fulton, Mo., Mattie Lou
(Chambers) Watson of Princeton,
Ky., Eva (Rogers) Cummings of
LaGrange, Ill., Moyna (Jetton)
Cain of Mayfield and Irene
(Cunningham) Young of Murray,
were in attendance, however they
were joyfully surrounded by
former classmates who shared in
the festivities and recollections.
Among the latter were Artie
(Harrison) Morris, Sadie Nelle
(Hood) Jones, W. T. Sledd Jr.,
Freeman (Boss) Brown, Charlie
Cain, Jack Kennedy, Claude
Miller and Kerby Jennings.
Others( attending included
spouses , and a guest: Vince
Cummings, Jeff Waton, Fulton
Young, Ed Fenton, Mesdames
Brown, Miller, Kennedy and
Jennings.
Five of the surviving graduates

IIAMS00
SARUN

announces
The Following Changes
of Office Hours
Effective, Tuesday,Sept. 8, 1981
Mondays & Thursdays 8:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
& 2:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Fridays
8:30 a.m. 12:00 p.m.& 2:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

Call for Appointment 759-1945
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Sale Thru Sunday 13th
Mon.-Sat.9-9 Sun. 1-6
Bel Air Shop Ctr. Murray, Ky.

Ladies Tennis Group Plans
For Play Monday Morning

SUGAR
PIE
CUT YOURSELF
A PIECE
OF THE ACTION!

Group B of Ladies
Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Monday, Sept. 14, at 9
a.m.at the club.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One — Norma
Frank, Vicki Baker,
Sheila Grogan,and Annie
Knight.

Court Two — Marilyn
Adkins, Mug Rigsby,
Vicki Miller, and Leisa
Faughn.
Court Three — Kay
Ray, Sandy Brannon,
Janie Ryan, and Frances
Hulse.
Persons needing a •
substitute may call
Janice Howe.

3.

Don't Miss These Tremendous Sayings thru Saturday

Save 3.96
Mena Suede Leather Casual

Save 2.96
Teen & Womens Sporty Oxford

*Crafted in Spain of genuine suede leather
•Moc toe
'Sport wedge crepe-type sole
•Mens sizes 7-12
'Reg. 16.96

•Made in U S.A.
•Stylish intersecting side stripes
..Reinforced toe on suede-like uppers
'Favorite "reaction" sole
•Teen and womens sizes to 10
•Reg. 13 96

#-

Pioneer Spirit!

Quick On The Draw With Style!

Sa
mevnes5.96

Hand pick your Owlstrnas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 5store inventory.
Save on clusters,sets,
solitaires, wedding bands,

pendants,and earrings.
Huge discounts and a
fret bonus gift.

SOMMER III

Save 6.87
Womens
Fashionable
Cowboy Boots

PGood-uLookingPull-On Boots
•Care free polyurethane
uppers with good
looking puffed stitch
shaft
*Comfortable nylon
tricot lining
'Easy on pull tabs
'Stylish stack-look
cowboy heel
•Sizes 7-12
of:log.24.96
19

HERE IS YOUR
BONUS GIFT
A 14K Gold Diamond
FLOATING HEART

a 15" Serpentine
64) ,on14K
Gold Chain

FREE

With Any Diamond Purchase
or Layaway of $200 or More

'Fancy western
stitching on grained
polyurethane uppers
'Convenient pull tabs
•Stylished pointed toe
'Stack-look cowboy
heel
'Teen and womens
sizes to 10
'Reg. 29.87
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Wedding Plannedalmsememn Dr. Bryan 1. Thacker Will
Mildred Smith,
president, presided at the
meeting of the Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church held
Aug. 11 at the church with
14 persons present.
Reports of the School of
Missions held at Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn.,
were given by Hazel
Patterson and Shirley
Small.
The women will have
the first part of the book
study on Isaiah on Nov. 10
with the Martin's Chapel
UMW. Mrs. Small said a
district meeting will be
held Sept. 13 at

Greenfield, Tenn.
Janice Wilson
announced that the
society is still collecting
magazines and taking
them to the hospital.
The scripture from
Mark 24:13 was read by
Hazel Patterson. Esther
Sigmon directed the
program on "Telling Our
Story."
Others present were
the Rev. Tom Small,
Alice Knight, Ann
Sympson, Dianne Moore,
Lois Marsh, Katherine
Wilson, Clara Fitts, Olia
Lassiter, and Lee
Lassiter.

If you want to

LOSE WEIGHT
Quickly & Safely,
I recommend
Diet Center!

I LOST 30POUND
IN JUST 9 WEEKS!

gtivric6a,

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO!
Brenda's story is typical of thousands of
men and women all across the United
States and Canada who have learned to
get slim and stay that way at Diet Center.
You can lose 17 to 25 pounds in just 6
weeks and that rate of reduction can be
sustained until you've lost all the weight
you wont to lose

AND WE'LL TEACH
YOU HOW TO
KEEP IT OFF!
Diet Center is much more than just a
weight loss program. We will teach you
the nutritionally sound, satisfying eating
habits that will keep you slim and
healthy! Call today. It could change your
life!
Call 753-0020 Today
We've Moved

The approaching
marriage of Miss Cheryl
Jackson to Tony
Raspberry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald
Raspberry of New
Concord, has been
announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joel Jackson of Almo.
Miss Jackson, a
graduate of Calloway
County High School, is
now employed at the
Bank of Murray. She is
the granddaughter of
Mrs. Alma Jackson of
Almo and Mrs. Bessie
Baker of Coldwater.
Mr. Raspberry is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
William David Hutson of
Buchanan, Tenn., and
Mrs. Gladys Raspberry
of Hazel. He is a graduate
Miss Cheryl Jackson
of Calloway County High
School and is employed at
Tony Raspberry
the General Tire and
Rubber Company at The wedding will be Sept. 19, at 5:30 p.m. at
Ma ield.
Saturday, the home of the bride- elect's parents.
fr
All friends and
lyr• la* 1y9 solemnized
.9
C
d
9
*
lt
o .
C
c
;,
C),
t
(6
relatives are invited to
attend.

Plans for the wedding
of Miss Lori Ann Bailey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Bailey, Jr., of
Murray Route 2, to
Jimmy Gray Potts, son of
Barbara and Shelby Potts
of Kirksey Route 1, have
been announced.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Friday,
Sept. 11, at 7 p.m. at the
Flint Baptist Church with
the Rev. Heyward
Roberts performing the
ceremony.
A program of music
will be presented by Miss
Luana Colson, organist,
and Mrs. Hal Rice,
soloist.
Miss Bailey has chosen
Donna Kaye Miller as her
maid of honor.
Mr. Potts has chosen
Glen Potts, brother of the
groom-elect, as best man.
The ushers will be Don
Bailey and Steve Bailey,
brothers of the brideelect.
Brad Bailey, nephew of
the bride-elect, will be the

Miss Vickey
Weatherford, Miss Lori
Osbron, and Mrs. Steve
Bailey, sister-in-law of
the bride-elect.
Only out of town
invitations have sent, and
all friends and relatives
are invited to attend the
wedding and the
reception.
And that makes it
easier for me to
glove
advrce

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker,
a local chiropractor, will
be the speaker at the
meeting of the Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowsh4 to be held
Satupfay,Sept. 12, at 6:30
p.m. at the Colonial

House Smorgasbord.
The speaker will give
his testimony, according
to a fellowship
spokesman who said all
men, women, and
children'are invited to
attend.
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Starks Hardware
So 12th 153-1221
Murray, Ky.

The Iran cow and go and fashions
change. but there is one thing
that hasn t changed: Bright
I' tour prime, re•sourre for
a great rerlretton of
Plus sax dm-fists+.
36.911 to 1:11.01

good

on the right kind

"Because I offer
life, health, home
and car insurance,
I get to know
my policyholders
and their needs."

and amount of
coverages

CALL ME.

Jane Rogers
At 753-9627

201 S. itth Murray, ty.
P.O. kx 1012
STATE

FAAM

OPEN FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

InSurance Wm:emu
Memo Othces
ileom.ngten ,M•non

IA. rood notplbor Vat. Far.Ps Moro

P. N.HIRSCH a CO:
Men's
Fashion

Men's

‘t4 AT THE Losovo

Valogo"
641 14.

ring bearer.
Miss Trena Overcast
and Mrs. Russell Wilson
will preside at the guest
register.
"Serving at the
reception which will be
held in the fellowship hall
of the church following
the ceremony will be
Miss Dee Dee Miller,

Speak At Fellowship Meet

Oxford
Shirts
Solid Colors
$999

Murray, Ky.

Levi's
Sizes 27-38
While Supply
Lasts
FRENCH FLIRTS are the
latest fashion accessories by

VAN I TY FAA It

Button Down Collars

Dove
Soap

3

With Van-Cook® variable power oven
control, you can choose the right speed, and
cook each food to its best.
• Van -Cook oven control cooks, reheats,
roasts, simmers, warms or defrosts.
• Easy-to-set 35-minute expanded scale
timer.
• Large easy-clean 1.2 cu. ft. acrylic,Interior
• 100-650 watts
•Sealed-in pyro-ceramic shelf.
•Optional family-size Micro-Browner* grill
sears, grills, browns

CR LITTON
CockVq

...

Litton...changing the witkyAsnerica Cooks.
Come taste an energy-saving microwave
cooking demonstration

77-21379
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Pam. TN
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Special
Purchase
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GENUINE

Bath

Bars
$1

00

Towels
$222

Complexion Size
Limit6 Bars

Solids & Prints
Slight Irregulars

A

BAGS

Special

COUPON

Nothing can match the
leather Bflght'S

quOhty Of

genuine

is pleased to present
genuine leather handbags from letisse Vu
wU enioy yOur new leather

bog forever

Save
$260 to $800
On Any

Girls Coat
Size 12 Mo.-14

20%

in
A

Be elegant and be coordinated
elegant open-toed pump
great complement to any Fall
Ne, wardrobe The perfect step

on

for the Fall Of 81

Off With Coupon

P. N. Hirsch & Co.
Murray, Ky.
MATE ,r.
Autumn lellvef Mul,
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Coming Events
Thursday,Sept. 10
West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers
will meet at 8 p.m. at the
Golden Pond Visitors
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.

Transportation for
Senior Citizens will be
furnished and call 7530929 by 9:15 a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.

Murray Chapter No. 92
Twelfth Annual "Help
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the the Lions Sight
Conservation Candy
lodge hall.
Days" will be held at
Murray Woman's Club selected locations in
will hold its first general Murray.
meeting of the club year
at 7 p.m. at the club
Lantern Tour will be at
house.
8:30 p.m. at the
Homeplace-1850, Land
Welcome Wagon Club Between the Lakes.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
First Christian Church
Saturday,Sept. 12
for a salad supper.
Murray Squa-A-Naders
Entertainment will be by
will dance from 8 to 10:30
the Front Porch Swing.
p.m. at the Woodmen of
Murray State Universi- the World Hall.
ty Women's Society will
hold its annual salad sup- Chapter M of P.E.O.
per at 6:30 p.m. in the Sisterhood will meet at
Clara Eagle Gallery, 4th the home of Mrs. H. L.
Floor, Fine Arts Building Oakley at 12 noon.
Camp 592 and Grove
6126 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
In..
'Community Theatre
will present "Godspell"
at 8 p.m. at the old freight
depot of MurrayCalloway County Park.
Friday,Sept 11
Second night of
"Godspell" by
Community Theatre will
be at 8 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens.

Murray Art Guild
workshop will open from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. For
information call 753-4059
or 753-1867.

Murray Graduates Attending Vanderbilt

Saturday,Sept. 12
Murray Bass Club
annual fish fry will be. Murray
Threeresa=::
i
from 3 to p.m. in the
center pavilion of the new
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at the
west end of the Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Second day of Lions
Sight Conservation
Candy Days will be held
in Murray by the Lions
Club.
Third night of
"Godspell" by
Community Theatre will
be at 8 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

Darnolls To

Hold Reunion
41i6.
Natalie Garfield
Admission is based on
the school record,
evidence of academic

Church Circle
Plans For Sale

Personal

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Candice Johnson of
Murray has been
dismissed from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

• Heti 1
imports JO
Rattan Furniture

25%

Plus.. . Select Group Of
Grass Mats, Area Rugs, Cushions,
Wind Chimes, and Many More Items

50%

Reduced Up To

Sale Prices Good Thru Sept. 12th Am
Be! Air Center
Murra_yj

The annual Darnall
family reunion will be
held Sunday, Sept. 13, at
the main pavilion at
Kenlake State Park.
A basket dinner will be
served at 1 p.m.

%will

Gregory Morton

HEALTH

waist and develop a new
figure. I have also seen ads
for garments you could
wear I am a little heavy in
the middle and have been
exercising but I just can't
seem to get my waistline
down to where it used to be.
I have been doing situps and
walking a lot but nothing
changes. Any recommendations you have would be
appreciated.
DEAR READER -- There
are lots of ads about things
you can buy for such figure
problems. Most of the things
advertised are not helpful.
Neither are the shaking and
rolling machines recommended by some exercise
facilities.
There are several types of
belts that have been
advertised at different
times. Some simply cause
you to sweat off some water
from the area and may
cause some better definition
of the underlying muscles
but don't really help eliminate the big middle. Some of
these are also sold with a
diet and exercise program.
It is the weight loss of fat
inside and outside the abdomen for the exercises and
diets that helps, not the belt.
The types of exercises a
person can do to shrink his
or her waistline are discussed in The Health Letter
number 17-12, Winning the
Battle of the Bulge, which I
am sending you. It requires
more than situps as these
only exercise the upper
abdomen.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Walking on level ground
will not use your abdominal
muscles, but it is helpful as
part of a body fat reduction
program because it helps
you use calories. So a good
walking and sensible diet
program are part of the
overall pica to lose fat. You
can't decrease the waist
measurements unless you
get rid of the fat inside and
outside the abdomen.
Leg lifts help the lower
abdomen. These should be
done with the knees bent to
avoid straining the back
unless you are already in
fairly good condition and do
not have any back problems.
These same exercises are

know what fried means from
a medical point of view. Is
there a cumulative effect of
grease, over a few days period, that may be the cause of
symptoms of spastic colon?
DEAR READER — Doctors are really interested in
eliminating fat from your
diet when they tell you to
avoid fried foods. Anytime a
food is breaded, rolled in
flour or in batter,
will
absorb a lot of greast when
fried in a pan of grease.
So broiling is preferred
because the food does not
rest in the grease. Fat, if
any, within the food can di ip
out into a drip pan. If y .0
add fat over the food as you
broil it you defeat the
purpose.
Fat has-two actions on the
colon that can cause symptoms. First, it contains no
bulk and lots of calories so a
high fat diet may mean
insufficient bulk. Fat contains morn calories per
gram than any other food.
Second, fat may cause as
formation because it is
incompletely digested if
there is already some disorder of the digestive system.
The extra trapped gas during colon spasms may cause
pain and symptoms.

Al

Prices Good Thru
Sat., September 19th

4t

Can't sweat off middle

owoOmn)

Reduced

maturity

Events in Land
Between the Lakes will
include Dogs at 1 and 3
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
p.m. and Night Visual at
8:15 p.m., both at Center
Station, and Shaped Note
DEAR DR. LAMB — I good to strengthen support
Singing from 2 to 4 p.m. have been noticing some ads for the back and prevent
at The Homenlace-1850. about belts you can wear to back problems.
get rid of that big middle. DEAR DR. LAMB
You
According to these all you and other doctors often sughave to do is wear them and gest that we should avoid
you will lose inches off your fried foods. I would like to

The Blankenship Circle
of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Full Gospel Fellowship Church will have a yard
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at sale on Saturday, Sept.
the Colonial House 12, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Smorgasbord.
at Dunn's Furniture and
Appliance, U. S. Highway
641 North.
Murray High School
Refreshments will be
Cheerleaders will have a sold, according to a circle
car wash North 641 Shell spokesman who urges the
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. with public to attend.
cost being $2.50 per car.
Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will have a yard sale
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Dunn's Furniture and
Appliance.

Elizabeth Stout

MEM

and
n- ricular
activities,
dependence, extracur- scores on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test and
achievement tests of the
College Examination
Board, and general contributions to the community.

been accepted to Vanderbilt University and are
enrolled in the freshman
class
The students are:
Natalie Garfield,
daughter.
of Dr. and Mrs.
Gene Garfield; Gregory
Morton, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Fred Morton;
Elizabeth Stout, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Richard
Stout.
Vanderbilt is a private,
very selective university
in Nashville with a strong
faculty of more than 1,300
full-time members and a
study body of about 9,000.

Ladies
4

Sweaters

len**

Small -46

An New Fall & Winter

%
110

Dresses

Off

In.-Misses 100/
Hoff Sizes

One Group
Ladies & Jr.

Fall
Dresses

'44

New Foil & Winter

50%Off Sportswear

Wool Blends, Velour,
Corduroy Blazers 5-44
Wool Blend Skirts & Slacks 8-20

All Ladies

Winter 100/
/00ff
Coats

10% CHf

All Men's & Boys

All Men's
Fall

Jogging
Shoes

Slacks

10%

10%Off
499

Men's Straight Leg Sizes 29-42
oA Washed $
Pr.aver

Leathers By Pony, Ked,
Convene & Wrangler

elf

Jeans

One Group

$599 &

New Shipment

Girls 0(14 sizes &
Y2
Broken
Lots
Price
Jeans

Girls

s!s $A99
Paiamas
Gowns -Sizes
14 w

New Shipment $999 &

All Girls 21-14

Girls 2T-14
Robes
$

Dresses & 100
/0
off
Sportswear

1099

Shop Downtown

,PS1

Settle-Workman
.

•

_
Downtown Across From The Bank of Murray

40

PAYLESS CORRALS
HIGH PRICES!
Western Boot S e
FREE
Western Kerchief
When you purchase
any pair of
western boots.
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WHAT'S PROUD

and

SILVER?

$1288

Home Federal's

REG. $1 8 99
Comfort lined
Girls'

25th

$1988
REG. $29.99
Soft tricot linings

Women's
$11
88
9
Men's REG. to $29 99

Alp

III'

We're planning a big celebration and we
want you to join us. Details will be forthcoming in our anniversary ad in Friday's
Ledger & Times.

HOME FEDERAL
SAV IN( ;ti AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Rugged & durable
Big Boys
4111.110.
'

516.88

Boys' 512.88
Infants'

59.88

moms

1281 Voliono Shoo Coro

Paducah
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1201 Main Murray, Ky.
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759-1630
Home Office 1601 Broadway, Paducah, Ky. 442-9171
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Sale prices good
through the weekend

Payless ShoeSource
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Big K

Shopping Center

9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
1-6 Sunday
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Murray
Central Shopping Cent3r
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Daily
1-6 Sunday

Cape Girardeau
350 N. Kings Hwy.
Om 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily

1

sf, 41.
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FRANKFORT — Two lawsuits
filed against the Brown
administration last week involve
personnel actions against state
employees and budget cuts in the
education department.
It would be difficult to tell which
is the most significant.
The one involving personnel
deals with the rights of 30,000 state
employes and security in their
jobs while the one on education
deals with cutting two days' pay
from 30,000 teachers this school
year, plus other budget cuts.
Both suits have significance
that reach into the future.
The State Employees' Defense
Fund has filed suit in federal
district court under the 14th
amendment which essentially is
an action pertaining to civil
rights.
The suit claims the rights of
career employes protected by the
state's merit system have been
violated and seeks restitution to
their positions or employment in a
suitable position, plus back pay.
While this suit involves rights of
employees under the state's merit
system, it is somewhat different
from the one filed on behalf of
employees during the
administration of Gov. Louie B.
Nunn.
The suit during the Nunn
administration charged that the
employes were fired in violation of
the merit system. Specifically, the
fired employees were accused of
being active in partisan politics in
the governor's race when
Republican Nunn was elected.
The majority of employees who
challenged their firings were
restored to their jobs by the
courts with back pay. This action
cost the state about a miThon
dollars, according to Lawrence
Forgy Jr., who was deputy
finance commissioner at the time.
The charges of partisan political
activity were not substantiated.
State employees felt secure
under the protection of the merit
system during the
administrations of Gov. Wendell
Ford and Gov. Julian Carroll, but
hard times hit state coffers when
John Young Brown Jr. became
governor. Inflation coupled with
the recession caught budget
planners overestimating the
state's income for the 1980-81 and
the 81-82 budget years and Brown
has been forced to retrench.
He has done much of this by
reducing the number of state
employees, much of it by attrition,
but layoffs and dismissals also
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have figured in the reductions.
The employees' suit contends
specifically that emptoyes were
laid off without consideration of
seniority, service records,
performance and conduct and
qualifications in violation of the
merit system.
—Employees were laid off in a
capricious manner in violation of
the 14th amendment right to equal
protection under the law.
—Vacancies were filled from.
the competitive register before
plaintiffs and career employees
were given full consideration for
re-employment.
Several career employees,
defined as those having 20 years
or more of service with the state,
were laid off or fired and that
hundreds with five or more years
of service that entitles them to
funding under retirement system
were treated Lkewise.
A spokesman for some of the
fired employees said "they
realized that an administration
has the right to reduce personnel
under these circumstances, but
the objection is that people were
fired without consideration of
service, ability or seniority."
The Kentucky Education
Association filed the suit
regarding cutting the education
budget and particularly the fact
that two days of in-service
training for teachers were cut
from the school year and the pay
for teachers was cut for these
days.
The suit charges this is in
violation of state statutes.
The 1980 legislature passed a
law that state employes under the
merit system were entitled to
seniority rights or preferntial
treatment for re-employment
where staff reductions became
necessary.
This further strengthened the
state's employee merit system.
Teachers complain they are the
only employes drawing state
funds who had their worktirne and
salaries reduced. They
complained that the reduction
should cover all 30,000 state
employees.
This particular action saves
about $5.5 million dollars for the
year. This could have been
covered with little notice by the
individual employees if each pay
check had been cut the same
amount.
It would have been more
equitable if the cut had been made
on a percentage basis, but none of
the top brass of the state
administration took a penny cut.
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Bank Merges
NEW YORK (API — The 14,600
commercial banks that exist
today will dwindle to fewer than
100 important institutions and
maybe several hundred small
community banks by the 1990s,
says Thomas Thamara.
Should that surprising — and to
some, alarming — forecast come
true, it would constitute one of
biggest upheavals ever to hit an
industry. Measured one way —
financial assets involved — it
would be unequaled.
As Thamara sees it, the process
already has begun, with larger
banks and regional networks
beginning to absorb weaker
competitors. We may expect to
see the pace of extinction
quickening," he says.
Those disappearing, largely
through mergers into larger
institutions, would include many
thousands of banks that manage
less than $1 billion in assets.
However, the forecast sees some
very small banks surviving.
Thamara's forecast won't be
taken lightly, since it is issued by
the Strategic Planning Institute.
Based in Cambridge, Mass., the
institute became independent of
the Harvard Business School in
the mid-1970s, and is now operated
at a nonprofit membership
organization to which 250
corporations contribute strategic
marketing data and other
information.
The essence of Thamara's
thesis about the coming structure
of banking is contained in a
synopsis of findings just sent to
members.
In it, he argues that low savings
rates, sophisticated customers
who demand creative services,
stiff competition, deregulation,
high capital costs, and inflation
create pressures medium-size
banks cannot meet.
"Of the 14,600 banks now
existing in the United States, all
but about 200 are small banks that
manage less than $1 billion in
assets," Thamara observes.
Many are in communities with
almost no competition.
"Today, however, they are
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threatened by a new environment
in which capital shortages create
explosive competition, and
advancing technology mandates
change," he reasons, continuing:
"The very smallest institutions
— those with less than $100 million
in assets — will probably survive,
by virtue of an ability to provide
their strictly local customers with
emphathy and hometown
contacts.
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20 Years Ago
Garrott's Galley

By M. C. Garrott

Sweet-Talking Women Can Make
A Fellow Do Just About Anything
Our world has become so
computerized, prioritized,
monopolized and finalized these
days it is sometimes downright
frustrating to try to get even the
simpliest little thing done.
My bedside telephone, for
example, suddenly decided to
hang it up. When you would lift the
receiver, you hear nothing — no
dial tone, no recordings, no
anything. You can't get the fire
department, or the police, in the
middle of the night on a phone like
that.
Naturally, I was given strict
orders from Cathryn to get the
thing fixed, mainly so we both
could talk to the kids when they
would call home or we call them.
Nobody writes any more.
So, one morning before plunging
into the demands of the day, I set
out to do just that, thinking it only
a simple matter of reporting it to
the telephone company and Allen
Poole, Bill Marvin or Jim Livers
or one of their fellows would come
out and fix it.
But, no, that's the old-fashioned
way. Ma Bell's repair operation is
much more sophisticated — and
complicated — than that these
days.
+++
After some 15 minutes or so
poring over all those instructions
in the front of that cumbersome,
Sears-Roebuck-catalog-size
directory we have to wrestle
around nowadays, I thought I had
the right number to call. At least,
it seemed to be the logical one.
It was listed under "Residence
Service" and all "Aurora, Murray
customers" are instructed to call
753-9011 for service, although it
didn't say what kind of service.
I dialed 753-9011, and a very
courteous lady answered. "May I
help you?" she asked, and very
carefully I explained my problem.
I had no more than finished when
she said,"I'm sorry, but there is a
toll-free number you wil have to
call to report that." And,she gave

Kentucky Close-up

it to me— 1-444-5011.
I thought that a little strange as
I hung up, but in mv business it's
not uncu.,thion to run into we
unusual. I then dialed the toll-free
number: 1-444-5011.
+++
A lady with a very sweet voice
answered. For some reason, I
always imagine telephone
operators looking like Marilyn
Monroe, their voices are so sweet,
and this one was no exception.
-May I help you?" she cooed.
"Yes, mam," I replied, but first I
would like to know where you
are. "I'm in Paducah," she said.
May I ask your name?" I went
on. "Of course," she replied. "I
am Mrs. Keeling."
"Well, Mrs. Keeling, my
problem is this..." I said going on
to repeat again the story of the
dead telephone. Patiently, she
listened until I was finished, then
she said, "I'm sorry, Mr. Garrott,
but you will have to call this tollfree number on that — 1-464-6611."
Moments later, that little
conversation had ended, and there
I sat with still another toll-free
number to call.
I was just about ready to call
Congressman Carroll Hubbard by
then, but like a good, faithful Bell
subscriber continued to try to play
by the rules, and dialed the
number — 1-464-6611.
+++
Again, a lady answered, and if
her voice is any indication of her
beauty, she must be prettier than
Marilyn Monroe ever was."May I
help you?" she asked. "Yes,
mam, that is, I hope you can," I
replied, -but first please tell me
where you are talking from."
"Why I'm in Louisville," she
said with a laugh, and identified
herself as a Mrs. Purpen. "How
about that!" I exclaimed,"Here I
am way down here in West
Kentucky, 250 miles from
Louisville and I'm calling you to
get my dumb telephone fixed!"
She didn't think that was as
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Friends To The Rescue
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Even strong men weep,
particularly if they're watching a
$2 million dream go up in smoke.
Walt Apperson shed a few tears
and then drew upon an inner
strength — and his well-known
sense of humor — to carry him
through the crisis.
"I feel like I'm up to my neck in
alligators, and there's nobody
around to drain the swamp," he
quipped after fire destroyed the
Murray Ledger & Times. He was
wrong.
Offers of help poured in, from
friends in the business and from
the community itself.
Within hours after the disaster,
the newspaper's Saturday edition
was on the streets and being
delivered to subscribers.
"We had the paper printed at
The Mayfield Messenger, 20 miles
away. Thanks to them, there was
no interruption in service."
On Saturday morning, a South
Central Bell crew arrived and
installed telephones in a building
across the street.
They were joined by Roland
Jenkins, a retired Associated
Press communications chief who
drove from Louisville to Murray
‘Oth a news printer.
"Strange how things work out,"
said Apperson. "We had been
leasing the building, to a senior
citizens group but they moved out
a few weeks before the fire."
By Sunday evening, the Ledger

Betty Wilder has been appointed
City Judge Protem for the Murray
City Court by City Judge William
Donald Overbey..
E. J. Haverstock, president of
the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, said the Tennessee
Valley Authority has consented to
undertake a complete survey of
the assets and needs of Murray
and Calloway County.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Xera Robertson, 93, and Roy E.
Tatum,69.
Virgil R. Trout, executive
director of the International
Foundation for Religion-Science
Research, will speak Sept. 13 at
the University Christian Student
Center.
Gina Herndon was honored at a
party on her third birthday on
Sept. 3 by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy D. Herndon.

& Times was emerging from the
ashes. The temporary quarters
was being stocked with equipment
contributed by The Paducah Sun,
The Frankfort State Journal, The
Danville Advocate-Messenger and
The Elizabethtown
News-Enterprise.
"It takes something like this to
let you know who your friends
are," said Apperson. "You can't
thank them enough, and you're
always afraid you're going to omit
somebody." There were more
surprises coming up.
Gary Rowland, president of the
downtown retail merchants and
manager of the National Store,
donned old clothes and worked 18
consecutive hours "doing
whatever we asked him."
Apperson sent his wife Rainey
to the K-Mart store for office
supplies, soap and various other
items. When she returned, she
was carrying approximately $200
worth of merchandise — all of it
donated by the manager, John
Clark.
"If I'd known Clark was going to
do that, I would have sent Rainey
over there with a truck. I'm only
kidding, but Clark would have
filled the truck. He's that kind of
guy."
The county school
superintendent, Jack Rose,
furnished surplus chairs. tables
and typewriters. "Other
assistance came from county
government people like Judge-
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funny as I did, however, but
listened patiently as I explained
my problem. Then she explained
that all telephone repair service
for the state of Kentucky was
dispatched out of the Louisville
office, but first there was some
things she wanted to know about
my particular problem.
"Is it your phone?" she asked.
"No mam," I replied, "I guess it
belongs to the telephone company,
although I have paid enough using
it to buy a truckload of them."
"Does it plug into a wall jack?"
she asked next. "No, mam," I
replied, "It is hooked up to a little
box about three-inches square and
it's screwed onto the wall — way
back under my bed." I honestly
thought her next question would
be what color the thing was. Then
she went on:
"Now,let me tell you what to do.
Take a pair of clippers and cut the
phone loose from that little box."
"At the wall or next to the
phone?" I asked.
"Makes no difference," she
went or. "Then take it to 604 Olive
Street there in Murray and they'll
give you another one in its place."
"Do you mean that I've got to
hook the new phone up myself?" I
asked, shuddering at the thought,
because of my mechanical and
electrical ineptness.
"That's no problem," she
sweetly assured me. "They'll tell
you how to do it. There's really
nothing to it. Now, the Murray
office is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays, and
they'll be happy to help you.
Okay?"
And, she was gone, sweet voice
and all.
+++
That's been a couple weeks ago
now, and I still haven't brought
myself to the point of doing that to
my old bedside friend who has
served me so well for so long in all
kinds of weather, but I suppose it
is an inevitable situation.
"Aw, you can change them,"
Cathryn confidently assures me.
"Sweet talking women can get you
to do anything."

6RAIF1FITI
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Executive, Robert O. Miller."
The fire which leveled the 74year-old plant struck two days
before Apperson's eighth
anniversary as president and
publisher.
He came to Murray after 13
years on the editorial staff of the
Mayfield Messenger. A graduate
of Western Kentucky University,
where he was named to the All
Ohio Valley Conference football
team in 1955, Apperson also
served two years in the Air Force.
He held a state job briefly before
turning to journalism.
"They still haven't decided
By Ken Wolf
what caused the fire, but some
If you read the paper
good has come out of it. It brought regularly or watch the
the staff together like a family. nightly news on television, you
Our editor, Gene McCutcheon, have heard about something
and the rest of the employees sat called "protective reaction
down and cried, then we pitched in strike." The Israelis have
and began picking up the pieces."
engaged in this military action a
At 48, Apperson is starting over. number of times in Lebanon and
The newspaper is being printed recently the South Africans
now at the Post-Intelligencer in undertook a few such protective
Paris, Tenn-. "They've got (or "preemptive") strikes in
wonderful people over there. I can
Angola.
use their facilities as long as
Times and language change but
necessary."
the realities of war tend to remain
He has picked out a site for a more stable than we might like.
new plant and "when it's When the United States was once
completed, the Ledger & Times the victim of a "preemptive
will be bigger and better.
reaction strike," the place was
"It began publishing 104 years Pearl Harbor, Hawaii and the
ago," he continued, "With God's date was December 7, 1941.
help, it's going to he around for a
In those days it was called a
long, long time."
"sneak attack."

Thoughts
Ifl.Season
iimminnamommoomm
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Calloway Circuit Court opened
today for the September session
with Circuit Judge Earl Osborne
presiding.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Payton Futrell, 71, and G. B.
Nance, 72.
Army Sgt. Edward L. Freeze is
now back in Berlin, Germany,
after participating in special
training in Wildflecken, Germany.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lacy Calhoun, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Buddy Windsor, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Tucker, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Suiter, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lanlin, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Odom.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry spoke'at the
meeting of the Carter PTA.

30 Years Ago
Dan Shipley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. D. Shipley, ,walked off
with honors in the 4-H and FFA
Divisions of the Kentucky State
Fair. He won both the Senior and
Grand Champion classes. Shipley
is a student at Murray Training
School.
peaths reported include T. F.
%%Race, J. W. Drinkard, 82, and
Jeff Scarbrough,76.
Milton Henry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. P. 0. Henry, had the Doctor
of Philosophy degree conferred on
him on Aug. 31 at the University of
Chicago.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Brandon,a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Laven Morris,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Nuel
McNutt,all on Sept. 1.
Officers of the-Kirksey PTA are
Mrs. Howard Bazzell, Mrs. Clay
Smith, Mrs. Lloyd Cunningham,
and Mrs. Bee Falwell.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 10, the
253rd day of 1981. There are 112
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 10, 1945, Vidkun
Quisling was sentenced to death in
Norway for collaborating with
Germany.
On this date:
In 1898, Austria-Hungary's
Empress Elizabeth was
assassinated by an Italian
anarchist in Geneva,Switzerland.
In 1907, the British colony of
New Zealand became a dominion.
Ten years ago: South Vietnam's
President Nguyen Van Thieu said
he would step down if he received
less than 50percent of the vote in a
upcoming national election.
Five years ago: British and
Yugoslav airliners collided over
Zagreb, Yugoslavia, killing all 176
people aboard the two planes.
One year ago: China's
parliament elected Zhao Ziyang
as the nation's premier to replace
Hua Guofeng, who retained his
post as Communist Party
chairman.
Today's birthdays: Golf
champion Arnold Palmer is 52.
Former baseball star Roger
Mans is 47.
Thought for today: Keep your
mouth shut, your eyes open. —
Japanese proverb.
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Prudential Announces Dividend Scale
A'new dividend scale
for Prudential Insurance
Company individual life
insurance policies, which
will serve to reduce
insurance costs to an alltime low, was announced
recently by company
president David J.
•••,

Sherwood.

"The major reasons
behind the company's
"The increase in decision to liberalise the
dividends paid on dividend structure are
Prudential policies will the outstanding
reduce the cost of performance •f
Insurance to irdorce as Prudential's investments
well as new policy and the continuing
holders," Sheramod said. Improvement in
mortality experience. As
a result, when the cost of
Prudential Life
G. CORN,JR. Insurance is going

THE ACES®IRA

"It is the essence of,gen- Vulnerable: Both.
us to make use of the sim- South. The bidding:
lest ideas." — Charles
------- Smith West North
guy.
1 NT
Pass
24
24

WOODCARVING DISPLAY — Woodcarvings such as these by Lil
Cooper, Murray, will be on display at the Calloway County Public
Library beginning Tuesday. Cooper's work, which will be on display
through September, includes wood -crafts, sculpture, carvings and
original designs.
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Maupin Is

Now Get

Year End Savings
On The Convenient
Renault LeCar 5-door.

Say YES to 5-door convenience
Say YES to front-wheel drive
Say YES to steel belted Michelins
Say YES to high mileage

„
One Left At Good Savings
Good Now til Sept. 23rd

CAIN'S
AMC-JEEP-RENAULT
INC.
641 North —

,

753-6448

Decorated At
Misawa Base
Staff Sgt., Richard A.
Maupin, son of Jerry
Maupin,608 Pine St., and
Oretha Gammon of 1004
S. 16th St., both of
Murray, has been
'decorated with the U.S.
Air Force Commendation
Medal at Misawa Air
Base,Japan.
The Air Force
Commendation Medal is
awarded to those
individuals who
demonstrate outstanding
achievement or
meritorious service in the
performance of their
duties on behalf of the Air
Force. Maupin, a
telecommunications
maintenance specialist
with the 6920th
Electronics Security
Group, is a 1975 graduate
of Murray High School.
His wife, Jill, is the
daughter of Mary Leland
of 3724 Harrison Ave.,
- Centralia, Wash.

Pass

84

be increased by
down."
20
approximately
Because Prudential is a
mutual insurance -The dividend revisions
company. Prudential's
policyholders share in the will take effect Jan. 1,
company's earnings 1982. Depending on the
through the payment of dividend option chosen,
dividends, dividends paid the new scale can mean a
out in 1981 under the old dramatic Increase in the
scale are expected to amount of the death
amount to more than $1.5 benefit, cash value or
billion dollars. Based on dividend, or a lower
the new scale, they will premium cash °dlr.

Dealer:
East
Pass
All
pass

East could have made a
brilliant play in his 'defense
of today's snappy slam. Opening lead: Heart trey
Unfortunately, syocess
depended upon a limple have a good story to te'
idea—one too simple for wife.
East to see.
Bid with Corn
West led his lowest heart
and East's 10 forced declarer's ace. Trumps were South holds: 9-10-B
drawn in three rounds; and
•K.18 5 2
four rounds of diamonds
•J 94
took care of one of dummy's
•A 109
heart losers. Next came a
4A Q
successful club finesse and
declarer had his slam and
South North
rubber.
211
What simple maneuver 14
did East miss? At trick one,
instead of playing his 10 of
ANSWER: Three hearts
hearts, East should have Preferred
two i., trump
clouded the issue by playing since Northto should
a
his king or queen. After this five card heart suit have
for his
play, place yourself in two heart bid.
declarer's shoes.
He would win the heart Send bridge questions W The Aces
ace and draw trumps but PA1 Box 12363, Baths, Texas 75225.
Instead of discarding a heart with self-addressed, sAmped envelope
on his long diamond, he for reply.
would discard dummy's
queen of clubs. Why take a Alexander Is
doubtful finesse when a Selected For
"sure" one is available in
hearts?
Next he would lead a low Project
heart to dummy, expecting David Alexander, son
to finesse against West's 10 of Dr. and Mrs. Rex
but East would spring his Alexander, 1320 Wells
trap. Two heart tricks for Blvd., Murray, is one of
the defense; no slam for 38 young people selected
declarer and East would by the Greater Lexington
Area Chamber of
Commerce to participate
9-10-A
NORTH
in its 1981-82 "Leadership
4KJ8 52
Lexington" project.
SP J 9 4
A 1975 accounting
•A 109
graduate of Murray
•A Q
State, Alexander is a
EAST
WEST
certified public
4963
44
K Q 10
accountant with Ernst &
IP 7 6 5 3
•8 4 2
•7 6 3
Whiimey in Lexington.
4 10 9 8 7
4KJ532
An "Orientation
• SOUTH
Retreat" for the group
4 A Q 107
has been scheduled for
A82
Sept. 11 at Boone Tavern
4KQJ5
464
In Berea,Ky.

516 Main
8:30-6:00
Mon.-Sot.
Color print film
Developing
and Printing
want

12 Exp. $1.76
20 Exp. $2.76
24 Exp. $3.46
36 Exp. $4.26

Save on your color prints at Fred's!
Get beautiful borderless,textured prints.
At Fred's, you only pay for the
'good' prints.

paodachrome
Ektachrome
Developing
20 Exp. Slide Film
Or

.1

—

per roll

8mm and Super &Tun
Movie Film
36 Exp. Slide
Film $2.39

Offer Expires Sept. 19, 1981

t§.

COW310
304:::• cilL M.arilicelt
Hyde Park

TOMATO
CATSUP

3201.

Kroft

MIRACLE
WHIP

Chicken of the Sea
or Star Kist

39
32 oz.

I

Gobi

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE'S

MI OA

Welch's
Hyde Park Homogenized

WEEKEND SPECIAL

2 Steak Dinners
7.99

GRAPE JUICE
$159
400z.

For Just

Owen's Best Boneless
Pit Baked

TWO "Original- Sizzlin' Sirloin Dinners
all you can eat Salad Bar. Baked Potato
or Fries and Stockade Toast for just
7.99 with the coupon below.

SIRLOIN

STOCKADE'
Bel-Air Center
OEM OMB MEM MEM IMO OM MEM MOM MEM

2"ORIGINAL"SIZZLIN'
SIRLOIN DINNERS 7.99
This coupon good for 2 "Original" Sizzlin' Sirloin
Dinners including all you can eat Salad Bar, French Fries
or Baked Potato and Stockade Toast.

Economy

Ground
Beef
$129

U.S.
Choice

T-Bon
Steak
$129

Good at participating Sirloin Stockades
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"1981 Blanket Layaway Sale"
•
•

0

Et anicet

Save 8.00
St. Mary's
2 Year Warranty
Electric Blanket
*80% Polyester & 20%
acrylic
•100% Nylon binding
*Single lighted control
*Machine wash & dry
'Req. 32 88

s

•-•
a
•
•

•
•

Save 1.03
Cupid Blanket
By Owen
•100% Polyester
•100% Nylon binding
•72x90
'Machine washable
•Reg. 497

3.94
11,Ni

OPP-

Save 1.70
Sharon Blanket
By Cannon
•100% Polyester

•

Save Up To 3.00
Riviera Blankets by
Beacon

•7
10
20%
,x9
0 Nylon binding
•Washable
Choose from blue haze
'
or sunflower
•Reg. 7.44 ea.

•97% Acrylic 3% Nylon base
for strength
.100% Nylon binding
•72x90, 102x90
'Machine washable
•Treated to reduce shedding
•

•

72x90
Reg 5 97

•

Save 6.00

102x90
•
•

cit

Reg 10 97

Arlington

7.97

AutomaticSpe ctri
•Ele
Bienketc
Blanket Fabric
'Completely Washable
•Moth Proof and
Non Allergenic
•Double BedSingle Control

•

Reg. 27.88

Sale

BERC011
•

•

• w
Reg.6.97
Classic Rose Printed Blanket
•60%
•

Polyester

Save 2.06
China Song Blanket by Bibb
•100% Virgin acrylic, 100% nylon binding
•Mildew resistant, moth proof & colorfast
*Washable & dryable
•72x90.Reg. 8754

• 40% Acrylic

•F its twin or full size bed.

Save 2.60
Ribbonette Blanket
By Beacon

BERC011

•10 %

Save 2.40
Rose Coordinate Blanket by St. Mary's
'100% Acrylic. 100% nylon binding

'100% Acrylic •72x90
Nylon binding
'Machine wash
•Reg 997

•Machine wash & dry
'Neva-Shed' process reduces shedding
•72x90 •Reg 888
•

WAL-MART/MG K'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It is our intention to have every advertised item in stock however
it due to any unforeseen reason an advertised item is not avertable for purchase Wal-Mart Big K w• issue a Rain Check on request
for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available or will sell you a similar item at a comparable reduction in
price We reserve the right to limit quantities

• Wel Mart Sells for Less • Wal IVI,Irr

I

• VS I Mart Se[ls

VriAl IVI Art Sells for tps • Wal Mart Soil's for less • Wai Mor t sous
for Less S Wel Mort Sells for less •VVA, W."
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Warning, The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Srj\ioking Is Dangerous to Your Health
10 mg. "tar",0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.
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Lakers Host'Poor-Mouthed'McLean
1ff

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
From the sound of Earl
Malloy's forecast of
Friday's game at
Calloway County High
School it'll either be the
longest night in McLean
County football history or
he'll win the Bear aryant
Poor Mouthing Award for
198t.
"We have the
reputation of being the
only team beaten by
Calloway last year and
I'm sure they're looking
forward to playing us this
year," Malloy said. ,
McLean County, a
small 2A school, has
already suffered three
defeats this year, but if
scores alone are
indicative they are due
their first victory against
the Lakers.
A bruising affair with
Appollo started McLean
County off on the wrong
foot, as a 40-0 thrashing is
apt to do, then
Breckenridge County
tagged a 19-0 beating' on
top of that the next week.

SKY HIGH - Murray State's Kathy Outland (left) and Liz Hendon (right)
drop back during Wednesday's doubles match to return an opponent's lob. The
MSU duo, seeded No. 3, defeated Leah Schmidt and Barb Holcomb, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1,
from Southern Illinois-Edwardsville.
Staff Photo by Jim Rector

Last week against
Grayson County Malloy's
boys dropped a
heartbreaker,7-6.
"Our biggest problem
so far has been starting
off the season with
Appouu. Aim] Lim,. LUua
only having 27-28 players
and you can see where
we're coming from,"
Malloy said. Of the 27-28
players and you can see
where we're coming
from," Malloy said. Of
the 27-28 McLean players
only five are seniors and
few have any experiene
at all.
Starting at quarterback
is 5-6, 140-pound
freshman Joe Nelson.
Sophomore Jimmy Ellis,
5-9, 216-pounds, starts at

defensive noseguard
where he'll be flanked by
a pair of sophomores. The
rookie Nelson also plays
in the defensive
secondary.
"We've got two or three
players and we've had to
fill in the holes_
evetYwhere else. But it
seems just as we fill in a
hole in one place another
opens up," Malloy said.
McLean does have
some senior leadership
despite Malloy's youthful
outlook. Fullback Dennis
Ranberger and tailback
LaValton Humphrey go
both ways and are two of
the "players" Malloy has
built around.
"Every week we've
made improvements, but
shoot, with our schedule
we're really having
trouble. We have no
breathers whatsoever,"
said the McLean County
coach.
After CCHS on Friday
McLean sees Webster
County, Hancock County,
Butler County, Caldwell
County, Ohio County,

Murray State Tigers To Miss 'Tough' Players
Clinches First When Falcons Come To Town
Tennis Tourney
Murray State women's
tennis coach Nita Head
said she wasn't sure what
to expect from the
visiting Southern IllinoisEdwardsville squad, but
from the looks of the final
score, she needn't have
worried.
MSU put the visitors on
ice, winning seven of nine
matches. The seasonopening victory wasn't
easy, however, as five
matches went into three
sets.
According to Head,
MSU's squad was playing
one position higher this
year and overall she says
the team is slightly
weaker with the loss of
their No. 1 player from
last year. But, with this
season's No. 1 singles
match going to April Horning, 6-2, 6-1, Head said
she was surprised.
"The score makes it
look like it was an easy
match, but Lilian Almida
(SIE's No. '1 seed) is a
fairly good player. The
match was really
tougher than it looked,"
Head said.

Regardless of how the
match looked, Horning
won and so did the No. 2
seeded Racer Sherryl
Rouse, who downed Joan
Mahon-Finder,7-6,6-1.
Carla Amble°, MSU's
No. 3 singles took three
hours to defeat Laurie
Forderer, 7-5, 5-7, 6-3,
while it also took SIE's
Patty Tiddy three sets to
stop Jourtuin Eid of MSU,
7-6, 0-6,6-0.
In remaining singles
action MSU's Cheri Simmons defeated Stacy
Wells, 6-3, 6-2; MSU's
Kathy Outland clobbered
Leah Schmidt, 6-1, 6-3;
and in an exhibition
match MSU's Starr Jones
stalled Barb Holcomb, 62,6-3.
Doubles saw HorningAmbrico defeat AlmidaMahon-Finder, 6-7, 7-5, 63; Outland-Liz. Hendon
defeat Schmidt-Holcomb,
4-6, 6-4, 6-1, and MSU's
Rouse-Eid lost to
Forderer-Tiddy, 6-3, 2-6,
6-4.
Thursday, Sept. 17,
MSU hosts Memphis
State at 3 p.m.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
As the old saying goes,
"When the going gets
tough, the tough get
going." But in the case of
Murray High's football
team, a few of the tough
may he gone on Friday
night when MHS hosts
Fort Campbell.
Earlier this week
starting Tiger
quarterback David
McCuiston cut his foot in
a lawn mowing accident
and backup QB senior
Ronnie Pace was
hospitalized with a virus.
Then, fullback Chris
Farmer was injured in a
motorcycle accident.
"We're going to have to
tuck it up and go," said a
long-faced John Hina,
who says Ft. Campbell is
"without question the
best team we'll face this
year. Even better than
Mayfield," Hina said. All
three athletes are
questionable for Friday's
game.
So with McCuiston out,
the signal position will
fall heavily on the
sophomore shoulders of
Mike Boggess, who was
held out of last week's 7-3

Todd County Central, and
Ft. Campbell.
McLean County may
have lost three games
thus far, but Malloy has
yet to lose his sense of
humor. Talking about the
road trip to CCHS Malloy
said he would make the
ride "as enjoyable as
possible. We'll go pretty
slow by the lake so the
guys can enjoy the
scenery, maybe see a few
ducks going south for the
winter. If we're smarts
we may go ahead and join
those birds and just keep
on going past Calloway
County," Malloy laughed.

As far as revealing any
specific plans he and his'
coaching staff might
have for the game,
Malloy responded,
"Right now the only
certain thing in our plans
is to be at the stadium at
7:30 p.m. The game does
start at 7:30 doesn't it?"
CCHS coach Sam Harp
hopes his squad isn't
looking past McLean this
week because "They
(McLean County) are in
the same position we
were in last year when we
beat them. We hadn't won
a game and were hungry
(Continued on Page 2-B)

you're
not made of
money!
These days. no one is With prices
rising as fast as they are now, it
makes good sense to save money
anywhere you can So look to your
insurance for possible savings
Call us for a quote on Great American
auto or homeowners insurance If
you re not made of money a Great
American auto or homeowners
policy is made for you

crippled state and Ft. year the rivalry between
Campbell apparently on the two teams has been
901
its way to a state playoff intense. Murray always
more St.
berth it would be a gets up for us. Besides,
Y.
perfect time for the this is our first road trip
visitors to become of the year and we don't
over confident, right? even know if we can play
Wrong, says Ft. away from our home
Campbell coach Marshall stadium yet."
Patterson did point out,
Patterson.
"There's no reason for however, that Friday's
loss to Reidland due to a
bruised shoulder. "Mike us to evert think of being game would be the first "Personal Service puts us out front... comonly saw limited action over-confident," between the schools in petitive Rates keep us There"
last week, mostly on punt Patterson said. "Every (Continued on Page 2-B)
ietums, but we'll be
calling on him a lot
Friday night," Hina said.
The second-year B's
first start will be against
a most undesirable
opponent as Ft.
Campbell, 2-0 this year,
has one of the most, if not
the most, awesome
defenses in class 2A
football. Last week
Clarksville (Tenn.)
Northwest High School
felt the brunt of the Ft.
Campbell attack, being
trampled 55-6.
The Northwest
touchdown was the only
Classic 991 Wall Paint & A-100 Flat House Paint
one allowed by Ft.
Campbell this year while
• A-100 Flat Latex House Paint
the soldier's sons have
racked up an impressive
• Classic 99' Flat Latex Wall Paint
82 points in two games.
With Murray High in its

753-8355

.C.,•••••KS

KING-LANDOLT

LOWEST PRICES IN
FOUR YEARS!

99

Get the protection of PRESUMEand

gal.

A-100' Gloss Latex House Paint

YOUR CHOICE

Reg. *17.99 gal.

SAVE

Classic 99' Latex Satin Enamel
Reg. *16.99 gat.

gal.

BO
up to

by mail

Satisfaction Guaranteed in the use of these coatings or your purchase price will be refunded.

when you buy four jugs of
PRESTONE El Anti Freeze/Coolant
or $2.00 refund when you buy
two jugs between September 10September 30, 1981.
Replace weak,neglected anti freeze/coolant
now with the all-metal rust and corrosion protection of PRESTONE II and save! PRESTONE II.
For aluminum. For all metals. No wonder we're
number one.

CASH REFUND BY MAIL.

Register for
Valuable Prizes
At All Of Our
Sherwin-Williams
Stores!

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL ON
WALLCOVER1N
BOOKS!
• Thousands of
Fashionable Patterns.
• Including Exclusive
Patterns found
Only At
Shenvin-%01110ms
Stores

It I

* OVER 8139.000
IN PRIZES
* 3206 TOTAL PRIZESNATIONWIDE
* WINNERS AT EVERY
STORE

You May Win:
* SUPERPAINT"

VirOnliat SUMMER

* WALLCOVERING
* FLOORCOVERING
* WOVEN WOODS

su
-lt....vuttmens•••• k„...zwamwe••••• ,0,101111

To receWe Me cash refund on PRESTONE II* Anti Freeze/Coolant. sand the completed certificate,slang with proofs of purchase, to
PRESTONE° Cask Refund Offer
,
PO Box 7606,Chicago.It 60677

Register Sept. 2 - Sept. 26. You need
not be present to win. Flo purchase
necessary. National Prize Winners to
be notified by Ilov IS, 1981.

EXPIRES Sept. 30, 1981

Address
City

State

Neu IMO seems lane.,

Zip

Check Appropriate Box-0Four-Jug Refund,$500 0Two-Jug Rafting.$2 00
Preen w proses we as Wens
N impriiise NO nab hum me wave af sack POESTOlif II es. PLUS
SI Illife-110111101 cask *isle mew iWtas fly i31st 10-Ssot 30.19111 of medusa aM tle Price
sl ssdi PRESTON II ive

wow

Limit Ome cash refund per family per
address Refund moat must be made
on this official fore Raorodactions inacceptable Void whore prohibited,
licensed, restricted or taxed Allow 6108
Weeks for refund REFUND REQUEST
MUST SE POSTMARKED NO LATE
tRAN SEPTEMBER 30, 1981. REQUESTS PO#TMANKED AFTER
MS DATE NMI BE RETURNED.

Sale ends September 26

Southside Shopping Center
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MAIL-IN CERTIFICATE

South 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-3321
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Charge Plane
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MSU Task Force Examines'Free Ticket'Policy
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter
The Murray State task
Tririe-ois the financing of
intercollegiate athletics
Tuesday evening decided
to draft a proposal calling
for a significant
reduction in the amount
of complimentary tickets
given away by the
university.
At the initial task force
meeting June 10, it was
announced the school

issued about $126,000
worth of free tickets to
home football and
basketball games last
year.
Dr. Marshall Gordon,
chairman of the
committee, said during
the meeting that the
school's board of regents
established a policy to fill
Roy Stewart Stadium
back in 1977. But with a
tighter budget, he said he
believes the school should

MAGNAVOX

COMPUTER
3
0
1
1
COLOR
MICROPROCESSOR
with

...all the twines
of ihe Me%
VMS10

ENJOY1OGWI

Convenient Touch-Tune System
High Resolution Filter
Videomatic" System
100° In-Line Tube
Advanced Solid-State Chassis
2-Way Speaker System
20-Channel Cable Capability
Beautiful Fine Furniture
Complete with Remote Control

receive compensation for
Dr. Joe Cartwright,
the tickets.
chairman of the history
"Many people feel that
department, said he
if you ask the right
thought the school
person, they'll give you a
"cannot contihue to
ticket," he said. The task
spend and maintain
force unanimously
sound academic
agreed that a tighter rein
programs."
should be placed on the
Cartwright, who is a
free tickets, and the
former Murray State
group decided to meet
football player, said "we
again to formulate a
are going to have to come
„proposal to present to the
to grips" with the
board when it meets Sept. Higher Education.
problem and determine
26.
The CHE statistics the "appropriate level of
Gordon, who is also show seven of Kentucky's deficit spending and
vice president for eight public universities competition."
university services, is are operating their sports
As an example of how
joined on the task force programs at deficits academics has been
by administrators, ranging from more than. affected by spending in
faculty, athletic $200,000 to almost $800.00. the athletic department,
department personnel A legislative Cartwright said some of
and Racer Club subcommittee proposal the money could be used
members.
which calls for an to maintain the library
In May, the board eventual phase-out of and promote professional
directed President state appropriations for excellence among the
Constantine Curris to intercollegiate athletics faculty.
appoint a committee to is currently under
The money, he said,
examine ways to reduce consideration by the "could enable us to
the school's spending on Council.
attract and retain faculty
its intercollegiate athletic
The move to limit the by rewarding them for a
program. Murray State's number of free tickets in
$737,000 deficit in athletic 1982 was the only decision
spending last year was arrived at by the task
second only to Eastern force, as members spent
Kentucky University's in most of the 242-hour which a district title
the state, according to meeting debating the best wasn't on the line.
recent data compiled by way to go about reducing
"This might let both
the Kentucky Council on the deficit.
teams relax a little, but
we're stil expecting a
tough time," Patterson
said.
Ft. Campbell only has
(Continued from Page 1-B) replacing senior Kirk
three
offensive and three
Starks, who's out with
defensive players
strep
throat. Bob Waters returning from last
tor a win. McLean
happened to be in the will also be replacing a year's 13-1 team, but five
right place in the right sick Tim Pittman in the of those players are
time. I'm sure they'll defensive line while counted twice, says
come in here with Randy Dawson, will see Patterson.
revenge on their mind. limited action at
Among the returnees is
We embarrassed them defensive end because of definite college material
illness.
last year in front of the
in QB-DB Kevin Extine.
"We've had basically a
state of Kentucky and
Extine, a 6-1, 175-pound
poor
practice session this senior,
this year our roles are
scored once last
week because of so many week, yet
reversed."
spent most of
Adding spark to the players out so we'll be the night handing off to
McLean outlook will be trying some new kids on sophomore speedster
the sickness plaguing the Friday and if they do Langston Webb, who
their jobs they'll stay in, scored on
Lakers this week.
runs of 27 and
if they don't we'll go back
New faces will dot the to our other guys if we four yards, and his
runningmate Ed Barton,
CCHS lineup including have to," said Harp.
who scored from 63-yards
sophomore backup end
Friday's game begins
Mark Duncan who will at 7:30 p.m. at Laker out in last week's game.
Up front the Ft.
see starting action at Z- Stadium and Harp
back and defensive end predicts an even tougher Campbell linemen will be
Friday. Marty Hayes, the game for CCHS "if our smallish at only 175-180
pounds, but Patterson
Lakers' starting center, boys think they can chalk overlooks the lack of size,
will appear also at this one up without ever saying his
squads have
outside linebacker going on the field."
never been known for
their heavy lines.
Friday's game, which
begins at 8 p.m. at the
Murray Middle School
field,
will not feature an
York,
(al
Boston at New
Major League Baseball
emotional opponent in the
Cleveland at Detroit, iii
At A Glance
Baltimore at Milwaukee,(n)
By The Arsaciated Press
Falcons. Their attitude
Chicago at kfumesota, (al
Second Half of Seam
will be more or less one of
Texas at California, n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Kansas City at Oakland, In)
EAST
getting the job done and
W
L
P. GB
done well.
Detroit
19 11
633
NATIONAL LEAGUE
17 12
kW
1'4
Baltimore
"I think the days of
EAST
Milwaukee
II 13
511
1.-1
Vet.
W
L
coaches
pumping up their
17 13
1-New York
567
2
556
St. Louts
15 12
Boston
16 13
552
Pt
teams are almost over,"
14 14
500
Montreal
16 15
Clevelard
516
Pit
500
Chicago
15 15
Patterson predicted.
Toronto
13 15
464
5
15 15
500
New York
WEST
"Coaching 10 years ago
12 17
x-Philadelphis
414
City
14
533
Kansas
16
375
12 20
Pittsburgh
was definitely more
x-Oakland
14 14
500
WEST
Texas
12 16
429
inclined to the emotional
19 II
633 -Houston
13 11
419
Minnesota
600
1
II 12
n-Lie Angeles
aspect, but we prefer to
Chicago
12 17
414
17 12
SW
Pt
San Francisco
Seattle
12 11
410
552
16 13
Pt approach every game the
Atlanta
393
California
11 17
15 14
.517
3.1 same way - prepared and
Cincinnati
1-First-half division winner
9 22
WO 10%1
San Diego
in control. My experience
x-First-half division winner

variety of pursuits." The
rewards for academic
achievement among the
faculty "in terms of real
dollars and cents has
been minimal."
Cartwright pointed out
he was "not a radical"
and said his views "are
fairly moderate"
compared to the rest of
the faculty. He said he
knew of. some teachers
who agreed with the
present spending policy
and "others who would
simply exclude
athletics."
He said the committee
should explore all
possible options,
including moving to a
lower division, competing
regionally or placing a lid
on the amount of money
to be spent each year on
sports.
In addition to looking
for places to reduce
spending, the group
discussed several ways to

increase revenue. Jim
Hall, vice president for
administrative services,
said there will have to be
a combination of reduced
spending and increased
revenue to decrease the
deficit.
One of the methods
discussed was the
possibility of charging
students admission to all
home games. The task
force decided to submit
the idea to the Student
Government Association
for its reaction.
At.the meeting's close,
Gordon asked for more
recommendations on how
revenue could be
generated. Dr. Michael
Ridley, incoming Racer
Club president, said
advertising revenue
could be gained by selling
space on the scoreboard
and on the back of tickets.
Cartwright suggested
putting profits from
summer athletic camps

at the college back into
the athletic program. Ten
percent of the income
from football and
basketball camps
currently go to the
university to cover
expenses. The remainder
is divided among the
coaches. Gordon said the
coaches are also on
salary during the camps.
Nita Head,tennis coach
and professor of
recreation and physical
education, said "the
profit goes to the
program in other schools.
They're on salary but
they don't get any profits.
It's part of their job."
Gordon said there "has
to be some incentive" for
the coaches to make the
camp a success. But
Head said the fact that
the money is going to the
program "should be as
much incentive as if they
were getting it
personally."

in the past has taught me
that if you get a team all
pumped up and excited
they tend to come out and
fumble six times and
make a mess of things.
We'll come out with the
attitude of being ready to
play."
The Tigers,in a definite
underdog role, will be
aiming for an
improvement over last
week's performance in

preparation for the
district games, says
Hina. "I was proud of our
players' determination
last week although they
kept on trying to score,
but just ran out of time. I
was pleased with the
finer things we did do and
hope we can keep
improving each week."
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Erroneously, MHS'
Kenny Denham has been

credited with kicking
field goals and extra
points for the Tigers in
the two previous game
stories by the Ledger 8g
Times. Junior David
Denham is actually the
Tigers' kicking
specialist. Last week
against'Reiclland it was
David, not Kenny, who
booted the 37-yard field
goal. We apologize for the
mix up.

Tigers

Lakers

Latonia Opens Fall Races
FLORENCE,Ky.(AP)
— Latonia Race Course
opens the fall
thoroughbred meeting
Thursday night that will
feature four stakes races
during the 25 dates
ending Oct. 8.
Racing will be held
Tuesday through Friday
nights and afternoon

1 3.8 APR Financing

SCOREBOARD

Now
Save
$200 $79995

3 Days Only

PROVEN ...25% sharper color
pictures than ever
before possible.
Touch any two buttons on the com44.C.1.4•011
puterized keyboard (02 through 83).
either at the set or on the included
Remote Control unit, and the channel
you've selected appears silently,
effortlessly, electronically. Its that easy
to see a brilliant, exciting High
Resolution color picture. And Magnavox Touch -Tune
models are 20-channel cable ready — so thelre's
no need to add an unsightly converter. You'll also
-hear" a better picture from a dynamic new speaker
system. There's even a Voice/Music control
that lets you tailor the sound to your listening
preference. See all the features of the future... on
Magnavox televisions today.

wealeatay's Gamed
New York 5-3, Milwaukee 2-6
Cleveland 11, Baltimore 5
Boston 6, Detroit 5. II Livings
Seattle 3, Chicago 1
Minnesota 3, Toronto 1
Kansas Ctty 7, California 3
Team 9, Oakland I
Thirsiay's Game

aeretand (Denny 7-4) at Baltimore
(Stewart 3-51, 1n)
Seattle (Clay 1-41 at Torordo (Leal 511001
Chicago 'Baumgarten 5-7 at Milwaukee Slater H, n
Only games scheduled
Fliday's Gamed
Seattle at Toronto, )r)

cards on Saturdays and for two-year-old fillies
Sept. 19, also over six
Sundays.
furlongs.
The $1 5,000-added
The $15,000-added
Marigold Stakes on Kentucky Special for twoSaturday will feature year-old colts will be held
three-year-old fillies Sept. 26.
running six furlongs.
Weeknight post times
The Clipsetta Stakes, are at 7:30 p.m. and
begun in 1893 at Old Saturday and Sunday
Latonia, will offer $15,000 race times are 1:30 p.m.

Extended to Sept. 24th
For Qualified Customers
All 81 Models Going At
Bargain Prices
Olds-Peartire-Cadillas

PURDO
LU 10 WI

Satisfied Cuslowers In Ow
Naas Owners

11/

Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati 5, San Diego 4
PTuladelplaa 11. Montreal
New Tort 5, Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta 9, Houston 0
Chicago 7. &Cows 3
San Francisco 6. Los Angeles 3, 11 innings
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Friday's Gamee
Montreal at Chicago
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, (n1
San Diego at Atlanta, iii
los .Angeles at Cincinnati in)
New York at St.Louls (n1
San Francisco at Houston In)

1406 West klein-1534315

IT31 MEW

TOOL VALUE

BARGAIN

OF THE MONTH

OF THE MONTH

QUANTITIES MTN

QUANTMES UNITED

WOW
MECHANIC•

19" diagonal
Color Portable

only $

6

8.88

Mob

tL irs 088

This outstanding Magnavox color portable of
fers you big set performance and the space
saving economy of a compact cabinet. It's the
Perfect choice for bedroom or family viewing
bringing you eye pleasing pictures.
Whether your room is light or dark. — an
outstanding value!

now
MULTI-OUTLET
POWER CENTER

Save $1411

QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL

Ord Trio

. Hunter Oiling Fen
Now la Stock
5 Yr.Ihareatse

WE MAKE STAYING HOME FUN

CLAYTON'S

Turns 1 outlet into 6 safely
and economically. With
6-ft. grounded cord and
shockproof, unbreakable
housing.
48725-6

HEAVY DUTY
STAPLE GUN

WICKER-LOOK
WALL MIRROR

Drives 5 sizes of staples
for installing insulation,
upholstering and more.
With built-in staple remover.
345025

The 19x.30 in. wicker-style
trams looks like real
wicker but won't warp
or ravel. Distortion-free
21254
plate glass.

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Nome Entertainment Castor
Murray, Ky.
Paris,Tn.
Pkne
kilt
"
Across From
Bottlen,14. Walinart Pima
Wainsart

Wewflavem.
While Supplies Last

_Trutillatze

•

—

•

Phone
753-257!

•
• 44.844,44.-•
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SUPPORT THE TIGERS
attend friday nights game

.•

f

Murray High School
Hosts
Fort Campbell
At Ty Holland Stadium

8:00 P.M. Friday
804 Chestnut

753 6656

attrs

Murray
Electric
System

Go Get Em
Tigers!
Good Luck

401 Olive

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

Randy Thorntonei0
avv

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS

Moat & Air Conditioning
Heating. Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky

802 Chestnut 753-8181

Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

Murray, Ky.

Owned By
Mildred & Harley Roberson
Famous for Pit Barbecue,
Homemade Pips &
Plate Lunches
-

University
Gulf

.121,

Purdom
Motors

4111.

Oldsmobile
Pontiac I Cadillac

01 05.11011.4

At Five Points

Gulf

-Satisfied Customers
Are Our
Main Concern"'

753-5782
L.D. Workma
Owner

From Mr. Gatti's

Roberson's Nib Burger
IN

Good Luck Tigers
from

Good
Luck
Tigers

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
(0)Southern States

'SOO &'700 Rebates
New Threeell Sep*ember 13* Iteteivip

Co-Op For Calloway Co.
For Information Or

A '500 Robots on Any 1941 Ford
Coarior, Ilan, or Track, or a
'700 Robots On
Awy 424 or

Fertilizer

BeIN84
:
0
—

Parker
Ford

Call 753-0182,
or

111111COOPONIA VIM

753-1423

'
POI Mao 7134173

Rt. 8 Industrial Rd. Murray. Ky.

•11,

••• ••• ••.. •

••

r
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SUPPORT THE LAUB
attend friday nights game

Itto e-y

There's a

Life
Insurance

Carroll Tire &
Wheel Alignment

Shield for you too

SPORTING GOODS

Infa-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Go Get em Lakers!

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

753 0445

SHELTER INSURANCE

Your Michelin- Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue Ave.
Murray, Ky
753-1489

(Formerly MFA)

Good Luck Lakers
from

University
Gulf

We're With You
All The Way

Lakers!

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

Northside
6-10 Allort.-Thlors.
6-11 Fri. 6-10 So. closed sea

,;.• Automatic
1.4.0 , Champ

Kentucky Farm Bureau

Now On Sale

$4159"
Town & Country
Yentalea
*ay.NII. Mon*

Home & Farm Owners-Life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
Agents
Terry Sr
Roy T. Brooch
310 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. 42071

Murray
Electric
System

401 Olive — 753-5321
Phone
(502) 753-4703 "All The Way Lakers"

ackson urchaso
PC
roduction
edtt ssoctation

Cr

_
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Supper Meeting Set
The annual supper
meeting of the Murray
Sub-District United
Methodist Men and their

wives will be held at Superintendent of the
South Pleasant Grove Paris District of The
United Methodist Church United Methodist Church.
on Saturday, Sept. 12, at
Barbeque will be
6:30p.m.
provided and an offering
Musical entertainment will be taken to cover the
will be provided and the cost. Those who attend
guest speaker will be Dr. are asked to bring a salad
The Faith Apostolic Frank Bulle, the District or vegetable or dessert.
Church, 2205 Coldwater
Road, Murray, is holding
continuous revival
services with the Rev.
Ivan F. Key of Bowling
Green as the speaker.
Services will be at 7
p.m. nightly through
Coast Guard Capt. Guard Headquarters,
Sunday night, Sept. 20, James G. Glasgow,son of Washington,D.C.
A 1951 graduate of
according to the pastor, Maybelle Glasgow,305 N.
the Rev. Manuel J. 17th St., Murray, has Murray High School and
Tharp.
reported for duty at Coast a 1956 gtaduate of
Murray State University,
with a bachelor of science
degree,
he joined the
GREAT
THAT
rr KEEP
Coast Guard in February
GM FEELING WITH
•
1957. His wife, Ellen, is
GENUINE GM PARTS.
the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Brown, Ridge
Road, Route 1,
Gilbertsville,Ky.

Key To Speak
At Revival

Glasgow Reports For
Coast Guard Duty

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Intertwine
6 KMed
11 Pass,as
time
12 idle chatter
14 Transported
with delight
15 Picture
hairier
17 Sun god
18 Paid
notices
19 Common20 Hawaiian
wreath
21 Tellurium
522 Barter

23 Eden dweller
24 Fish hawks
26=r
2/ Beams
28 Narcotic
29 Athletic
groups
31 Most
flexible
34 Strikes
35 Stk to action
36 Teutonic
deity
37 Poem
38 Sharp
projections
39 Actor
Wallach
40 French

article
11 Jury list
42 Masculine
43 Stoat
45 Expunges
47
roman vessel
48 Roadside
restaurarw
DOWN
1 Dashing
chaps
2 Knocks
3 Likely
4 Exists
5 Pays
8 Freshet
7 Gold cloth

8 Brunched
9 Pronoun
10 See nymph
11 Poetry muse
13 Showers
16 Frees of
19 Playing

cards
20 Big
22 antisil
streetcars
23 Reason
25 Talk idly
26 Out of sorts

28 increased
hvokid
29 Wooden pin
30 Downy ducks
31 Learning

32 Merchant
33 Attempts
36 Hindu queen
311 Pelson
39 Conikrt

11 Fruit seed
12 Male
14 Pronoun
16 MA's niWghbar

Answer te Weems/ay',Punk

CUM MOM IMO
CCU DUBUC CCU
UMOIDUM 000MUU
UUMUU
1700 COM DUOU
CUOU U00 UUU
00 UMU 00U CO
DU MUD CUOMO
COUU UUU MUM
UUM &MUM
UMUUOU CUOMO
UMU MUM MOM
A
U MUM UDC

O

Sales Promoted
To Corporal At
Camp Lejeune

a
jot

1980 Pontic Grand Prix
White, white vinyl roof, wine interior,
bucket seats, power sterring, power
brakes, am/fm cassette tape, wire wheel
covers. 27,xxx miles.

$7277.00
Dwain Toyior Chovrolit Inc.
641 South, Murray

753-2617

OANISAL

mamas morn DIVISION

Marine Cpl. Ronald D.
Sales,son of Louis R. and
Dessie P. Sales of 629
Broad St., Murray, has
been promoted to his present rank while
serving with 2nd Landing
Support Battalion, Camp
Lejeune, N.C.
He joined the Marine
Corps in October 1977.
His wife, Josey, is the
daughter of Jesse and
Ruby Parrish of Murray.

Our new store has
an 80-year history of
excellence.
Southern Optical has just opened its
first Murray store and we're pleased to
be partofthis community.Though we're
new in town,we're a Kentucky company
that's been in the optical profession
for over 80 years. And we're looking
forward to providing you with quality
eyewear, and the expert fitting and
service that's given Southern Optical
its reputation for excellence.
Our manager, Nellie Lewis, is eager
to meet you. So stop by our new store

4

28% Off! High-Power AM/FM Stereo Receiver
STA-2080 by Realistice
—IISMALIS/PC_

Save
$140

.
•

..„

. .
.
ooo=3
.

=3o

0 k 1 00 0 0

MS

Beef-up your system at 28% savings! Musical powerhouse boasts 80W/ch.,
min. rms into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, no more than 0.03% THD. Three
tone controls. Dual power meters, signal strength and center-channel
tuning meters, two mag phono inputs, inputs for up to 3 tape decks.
Hurry! #31-3000

Save 34% on a Half-Price Speaker! optimuse-10
by Realistic
Complete System

goutkew

Save$70

By Realistic

OPtitat

95

Cut 5047°

N4i tvant you to shine.

i45mJWM*a00
*
!n7f:77:

641 No. Olympic Plaza
753-0422

=
.

35995

soon. It's conveniently located in
Olympic Plaza. And we're here to serve
you Monday through Saturday.

••.

$995

Each
Reg.
139.95 Each
Great value! Two-way system, 10" passive radiator,
8" woofer, 3/
1
4" dome
tweeter. Walnut veneer":
#40-2028

r

• STA-2080 Stereo Receiver
• Two Optimuse-10 Speakers
• LAB-420 Automatic Turntable with
$39.95 Realistic/Shure Cartridge
• SCT-31 Stereo Cassette Deck
• Audio Component Rack

Direct-Drive Turntable Cut 32%
LAB-420 by Realistic

$70 Off

Performance
Matched

Components

149'2785
Direct-drive, programmable repeat.
$39.95 Realistic/
Shure nag. cart.

Reg. Separate
Items 1499.70
#42-2975
"v>

•

22% Off on Private Listening Put Some Music in Your Life
PRO-20 by Realistic .4
with System Savings of 33%

"If you own a home and a
car, let me tell you about
the best insurance value
in town:'
If you own both a home and
a car, you're probably eligible for
PCP:— Personal Comprehensive
Protection—from The Continental
Insurance Companies. That means
you can get protection for your
home, car, personal property,
liability and more in a single,
convenient.policy. More protection
for your insurance dollar.
PCP gives you comprehenSive
coverage—including a wide range

of extras you won't see in basic
auto. homeowners or liability policies. PCP gives-you high-limit
coverage—for your property and
liability. And PCP gives you options, like disability income coverage, to suit your needs.
believe that PCP offers one of
the best insurance values in town.
And I'd like to tell you all about it.
Stop in and see me or give me a
call soon.

Holton,,Melugin & Haverstock
Ins. Agency, Inc.

Cut 13495
Ar.

Great sound, bargain price! Full 2016,000 Hz response. 10' coiled cord.
#33-1008
66

Studio Quality" Stereo Mike

$719

By Realistic

$5 Off
Battery extra

• STA-2080 Stereo Receiver
• Two Optimus-10 Speakers
• LAB-420 Automatic Turntable
With $39.95 Reallstic/Shure
R1000EDT Magnetic Cartridge
• Audio Component Rack

One-piece mike has two back-electret condenser elements for stereo
recording. 20-20,000 Hz. #33-1085

Sale!Box of 12 Cassettes
C-90 Supertape Gold by Realistic

66 Reg.3.99

0900 2

Representing
15

The Continental hIsunmce ComRarties

Save
$35075

Reg.
31.95

Each

Save
0/

33

tfl

Each
Buy 8, get 4 free! Audiophile
quality, premium 90-minute
tapes in precision housings.
Non-abrasive head-cleaning
leader. #44-922

elf!.1

00

0

Reg.Separate Items 1089.75

suosrosheis or The Continental Corporation

206 Main. Murray

753-3415

-Check Your Phone Book for the athe Meek Store or Dealer Nearest You

A DIVISION OF YANDY CORPORATION

PRIDES MAY vaIrt, Al INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
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2 NOTICE

115th Apniversary Waiipaper
Sale Cher 3)00 roils n stock
\,alues to 513 95 single rich,
tvow 4 v. per singie roil Save
SO per -en" to 64 percent off
regular pric. For month of
September On pop 3 15410011
and receive an adoitional. 10
to 50 percent discount on all
stock wallpaper The
Sherw n W II.ens Co

SPECIAL
SAWN & WESSON
Customized by Pow
Cyst*. md. M•. 11
Col. Magnum I"
Berner
,
S995.00
Silver
& Geld
Pews Shop

ANTIQUE
GLASSWARE

Illyairk
1104•9•60 i.e..
PS3l III

LARGE
ASSORTMENT
BUY 'SILL

Silver
& Gold
Pawn Shop
Olvvim
Oven C0 ns

Plo,u

5 LOST &FOUND

153 111)

Two lost black and tan
Beagle dogs. One male,
one female.. Last seen in
Stella Coldwater area.
Has collars on with wrong
phone number. Any
information leading to
seeing or having of these
dogs call 489 2885. There
will be a reward for any
help possible.
Adult male Sheppard
Collie dog. Right front leg
missing. Lost east of
Murray 436 2,693.

paying high
heating bills

Sate

IP 3E

6 HELPWANTI

14 WANT TO

6 HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED: Work
,n your own home, send
work history, name
address and phone
number to Mike: P. 0.
Box 68, Water Veliet,
Mich 49098 or call 616 982
0289

Sole,.

Intormation on Alaskan and
Overseas Employment Ev
cellent income potential
Call 1312741-9780 Ext
6062
5350 00 weekly stuffing
envelopes All ages. No
gimmicks For information
sena self addressed stamped
Richard
envelope to
Demaico, P 0 Box G84,
Wakefield Mass 01880.

A add."

•

A:addin

SECRE1A10
Submit written resume
iisting all qualifications for
position and salary request
to P 0 Box 125. Murray.
Ky. 42071
ExECUTivE

laddin
SENE HEATERS
UI

Murray Home
and Auto
True Value
Hardware Store

Turn
ree Christmas
•>oare time into money by
demonstrating toys and gifts
row untrr December Free
5300 kit :ornmission plus
,
.,:ellen1 bonuses. Fun job!
Drone 059 480,7

Chestnut Street
153-2511

Mature lady to live with
retired 'aa9 for room and
board Cali 753 8648
•
A counter girl experienced in
baking and decorating cakes.
Needs to be able to work early
morning shift Apply in
person at Big John's Grocery.
Ask for Don

PROFESSIONAL
HELP WANTED
EXP. PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL
WORK ER for services in Calloway and
Marshall Counties, Ky. MSW from accredited school plus 2 yrs. postMasters experience required. Exp. in
mental health setting pref. Individual
with Ky. Social Work Board license
pref. Salary $1091/mo. Apply to Donald
Brock, Superv.; Murray/Calloway Co.
Services;7702 Main St., Murray, KY
42071 AA/EOE.
'

21 MISCELLANEOUS

Ford 100 engine, Cl
Window for 1973 Buick
JOIN PUBLIC RADIO as our
transmission. also 5F71 tires
Century Passenger side Call
Development Assistant, a
Call 436 7966
753 1635 after 5p m
new position coordinating
Silverado drivers door,
1 5 ARTICLES FOR &AL(
off-air fund raising for ‘
fender, $25000
WKMS-FM (91,3 FM).
Nikon FM Camera body
School house clock.
Murray State University's
with zoom lens plut,
$200.00, hooded hair
100.000 watt fine arts
accessories Call 767,2828
dryer. Call after 5:00p m.
radio station. No specific
75340ó4chickens
and
for
Rabbits
experience required, only
Firewood $25.00 per rick.
sale and plants Moving
an aggressive personality
436-2179.
anytime
sell
Call
must
and ability to work inDarkroom equpment,
436 5895
dependently
Previous
Minolta lenses, slide
sales/ marketing experience
copier and close up
Captain desk with. seat
equipment, Tripod. Call
a plus Position is part$ 4 5 combination
'
759-4888 ater 5.00 p.m.
time, $4.75/hour Apply at
bookcase desk $45 and
Two
affirmative action/equal
adult
three
wheeler,
storage
cabinet(
3
$350.00 each. One child
Opportunity employer
drawers 3
doors
three wheeler, $250.00.
Medical secretary re20x49in )$45 or any two for
Call after 5 00 753 3737.
ceptionist
Only ex$80 See at 1624 vi Olive
25 BUSINESS SERVICE
perienced need to apply
Or phone 7531112
Send resume to P.Q Box
Sawdust hauled Call after
Firewood
1040. Murray, Ky_ 420N'
5.00 901 642 7067
now
Order
burn
and
seasoned wood this winter
Accountants Secretary.
26 TV RADIO
requires good typing skills
436-V58
and a desire to learn. Will
NEW

provide training in
bookkeeping and sales
payroll tax preparation. Send
resume to Accountant, P 0.
Box 453, Murray, Ky,42071.
RN or LPN. Tired or
hospital schedules. Be
your own boss. Perform
Life Insurance
evaluating. Ideal part
time job for nurse not
working full time, call
901-424-2926.
Own your own Jean Shop.
Offering all the nationally
known brands such as
Jordache, Vanderbilt,
Calvin Klein, Sedgefield,
Levi and over 70 other
brands. 112,500.00
includes beginning
inventory, airfare for one
to the apparel center,
training, fixtures and
Grand Opening
Promotions. Call Mr.
Tate at Mademoiselle
Fashions 704-753-4738.
FINE PART TIME
OPPORTUNITY, earnings of
over 55.35 per hour for a part
time position Servicing
greeting card and gift wrap
department in area retail
stores Available to
responsible homemaker
living in the area of U.S.
Highway 641 N. Murray.
Write P. 0. Box 410,
Taylorsville, IL 62568. Please
include phone number and
clip ad with reply and return.

9. SITUATION.
W AXL2
Will keep children in my
home in New Concord area.
436 2206
Will do house cleaning. 436
2179

10 BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
-START YOUR OWN
B U SIRE SS" We are looking
for individuals who are tired of
voting for someone else. We
ggie_ expaxding into your area
IMP Highly marketable high
profit fems in the lucrative
ofled pturgViri.
*A newly designed min-factory,
ail equipment and machinery installed
- by our specialist.
41 total & complete training
program on all aspects of
operations.
*All retail soles outlets,
necessary to get you started
with assistance training sales
persoriol and other company
promotions and to help you to
success. I selling experience

necessary.

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST for outpatient services in Paducah and McCracken County. Masters degree plus 2
years post-Masters experience req.
Certified or eligible for certification by
Ky. Board of Psychology req. Training
and exp. in services to children preferred. Salary $1091/mo. Apply by
September . 28 to Jolly Freeman,
Superv.; Paducah/McCracken Co.
MH-MR Services; P. 0. Box 7287;
Paducah,.Ky. 42001. AA/EE

for Sale
CROSS TIES

Can be seen at
Wallis Stained
Glass. Hwy. 121
West. 489-2613.
Harvest gold electric dryer
$12500 759 1322
Moving! Must Sell! Sofa,
coffee table, bookcase,
bed, dresser, exercise
bicycle, lawn chairs, dog
house, slide projector, air
purifier, 8-track, baby
swing and walker. 753
0347
Frigidaire stove, electric,
30 inch, aqua color.
S100.00. Frigidaire
refrigerator 17 Cu. ft.
frost free, olive color
5200.00 753 1748.

16 HOME FURNISHING
For Sale Sears refrigerator,
$50.00 good condition. 759
4638.
Large couch and matching
chair Fairly good condition.
.
t7)00. 753 9655.
Four Poster single bed,
head frame and foot
board. Mattress and box
springs. $35.00. 753-7214.
Recliner-rocker, brown
Naugahyde in good
condition. $40.00. 753-7853.
One green floral couch,
two green chairs, two end
tables and coffee table.
Excellent condition. 753
7947.
Two trailer size beds with
bedspreads and curtains
to match. 125.00. Call 7539376 after 5:00.
66 Ford Grain truck with
hoist, $2,750.00. 489-2425.
7-66 IH Tractor, plow,
disk and cultivator,
$12,000.00. 489-2425.

22 MUSICAL

RECORDS

a
TAPES
LARGEST SELECTION
LOWEST PRICES

yes-,

•200 square feet of spore in a
kne
w;
i,
.x_en
i abit rni
forni-faco
org urty.. etc. to
•57995 00 Capitol investment
and a sincere desire to build
some thing of your own future.
This is not a franchise. There
are No Age or Eo,peruence requirements. YOU OPERATE THE
MINI-FACTORY - WE DO THE
REST!!
triLL

CLAYTONS

17 INSURANCE

12x65 trailer for sale. 1975
model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath i,2 . Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr.Ct. 753-9104
or nights 753 1551.
,12x60 one acre of land
with pump and water in
Marshall Co.489-2557.
Pine Bluff Shores. 17
miles from Murray. Two
bedroom mobile home on
three wooded lots with
outstanding lakeview.
Large room attached with
windows all around.
Remodeled and partly
furnished. By owner
$9,300.00 Call 753-8776
after 5 p.m.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home. Nice and
clean. 160.00 a month.
Three miles from Almo,
call 753-6791.
Two bedroom or three
bedroom completely
furnished, new furniture
and carpet. Central heat
and air, natural gas or
electric heat and
cablevision. See at Shady
Oaks, 753-5209 8:30 am.4:30 p.m.
Two 3 bedroom trailers,
$150 and $41.75 a month.
Bandi's (Formerly
Moodys Trailer Ct.) Call
753-8419.
rurnished, two bedroom, iir
conditioned, gas stove and
one full bottle of gas . 7672525.
.
Tw
"=room trailer, 5160.00
per month. Moody's Mobile
Home Park. 753 8411.

4

3 Bedroom trailer, $160.00
a month. Bandi's
(formerly Moody's
Trailer Ct). Call 753-8419.

23 EXTERMINATING

30. BUSINESS RENTALS

MURDER

AKC Registered Doberman
puppies, champion'
bloodlines. 759 4581 or 751
7631._ _
Registered quarter- horse
gelding, 8 years old, anyone
can ride, pleasure, barrel!,
poles, etc. 753-8210.
Six month old black Great
Dane, full pedigree, cropped
ears, fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 1531101,43 6527
Two mixed breed puppies,
one male, one female, part
Beagle, part Terrier. 753-2504.
Dog Obedience Classes.
All ages, all breeds.
Training for home use or
obedience competition.
Classes start Sept. 14th.
Professional trainer. 4362858.
Eight year old Palimeno
horse. Gentle. Six year,
old pony. 474-8884,
between 10:00 and 5:00
p.m.
All breed dog grooming.
Reasonable rates. Also
boarding and AKC
miniature Schnauzer
puppies. Hidden Valley
Kennels, 435-4506.

Furnished one bedroom
apartment, near downtown,
7S3'445.__-_______

,block University, adults
only. $200
753-5791.
7.59-.1074. 753-2649
•
Two bedroom apartment tar'
rent, range, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposer.
washer arid dryer hookup.
air. carpet. No pets. One
year lease and $225 deposit
required, $225 per month
Phone 753-2622 or 7533865

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

14 WANT TO BUY
'!les.trri,.?nt property located
retr4hin city Size and condition
unimportant. Want
assumable loan or owner
financing. Call 753 9208 or 759
4756 after6:00ip.m.

24. MISCELLANEOUS
Wheelchair S75.00, folding
walker 120.00. 30,000 BTU
gas space heater and vent
pipe,$40.00. 753-8880.

Men's three speed byicycle
with fenders for $50.00 Of less.
Call 75)7231.
Camper with toilet and
shower. Interior condition
not a factor. 759-4496 after
6.00 o.m.

148 yards of used carpet. $1.00
a yard. 7534395.
For Sale: 7 hp Murray rang
mower, cheap! Call after 5
p.m. 435 4557.

FOR RENT
SHOP
24' by, 24' 560.00
per month. Call
437- 451 2 after
4:00p.m.
31. WANT TO RENT

Place orders now for
Fingerling catfish to be
delivered in October. Call
5027594649.

40. PRODUCE
Apples for sale. Sweet cider.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call 489-2467 to reserve
order.

-Neef duplex, two bedrobm,
Northwood Subd. $265.00 per
month. 1517853.
Three apartments, two one
bedroom and one two
bedroom apartment.
Partially furnished. Churchill
Apts. Call 753-2438.
Duplex block university.
$10,000 down, balance 7
percent, $77.53 month. 759107
.
4, 75 33-5791J53-2649.

Beans and peas $6.00 per
bushel. Call 753-8848 before
9:00p.m.

41 PUBLIC SALE
Yard Sale: old guns,
antiques, furniture,
clothes, shoes and
appliances. Three miless
south from Murray on 121
Old Salem Rd. below Hill
Top Church.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Boys room for rent. One
block from university.
Call 753-1812 or 753-6933.

Four party yard sale Fri.
and Sat., 8:00-?? Clothes,
furniture, glassware,
bicycles and lawn
mowers. 1301 Farris Ave.

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
x ra nice three bedroom
house located in Murray.
$495.00 per month. Security
deposit and one year lease
required...No pets! Call 4362935 and 753-0839.

Space for workshop,
approximately size of two car
garage. Can be second floor.
753-0209 after 5:00 p.m.
_
*int to rent, house with a kw
acres, with option to buy. Send
information 10 PO BOX IS,
Kirksey, KY 420M.

Two bedroom Triplex, all
appliances furnished ,S250
per month plus deposit. 1
year lease. Call 753-8412.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. One lady or
girl only. 303 S. 6th St.
Call 753-3593.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Boys
preferred. No pets4 121 N.
• next to fairgrounds. 753-

3139.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109 or 436-2844.

Yard Sale: 1706 Calloway
Ave., Fri. and Sat., Sept.
1112, 7:00-5:00.
Yard Sale
Sat., Sept.
12th, 9-4. Parking lot of
Dunn's Furniture, 641 N.
Sponsored by the
Blankenship Circle UMW
of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Household items,
childrens items include
toys, clothing, etc. Books,
flowers and pots, patterns
and much more. Sale will
be postponed in case of
rain.
Four party Garage Sale
Fri. and Sat., Sept. 11-12,
8-5 p.m., 1549 Oxford. Lots
good kids clothes and toys
cheap.

rain or shine Sat., Sept.
12, 8-5. Green house in
front of Fox Meadows Tr.
Ct. Items to numerous to
mention.
Yard Sale - 1218 Melrose
Dr.,Sat. 12th 8-??? Items
priced cheap.
Garage Sale: corner of
Dudley and Sunny Lane,
Fri. and Sat., Open 7
a.m.
Five party yard sale,
furniture, pictures, childs
clothing, lots of misc.
items. Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 11 & 12th.
Hwy. 1660 across from
Murray-Calloway County
Country Club. 753-5933.
Great Yard Sale front 712
only. 1609 Parklane Dr.,
Sat., Sept. 12.
Garage Sale: Thurs.,
Fri., Sat., 9:00-4:00. 1411
Olive Blvd., College
Cleaners Building.

Complete rarm Equipment Liquidation and. Surplus •
Constnction Inventory
Saturday, Sept. 12, 1981 - 10 3.11.

AUCTION

Three bedroom house, two
bath, waterfront. Lakeway
Shores. Coleman Real Estate
153-9898.
Three bedroom house near
university. 492-8225.

REASON FOR SALE: Owner, Mr.
George Churchwell has quit farming.
LOCATION: Approximately 3 Miles
From Lone Oak On Hwy. 45 Toward St.
John's Church.

Four bedroom house near
downtown. $280. 90 rpth. 1594638. Family or couple
prefered. no pets.

THE FOLLOWING FARM EQUIPMENT
HAS BEEN USEDON LESS
THAN 300 ACRES!
9700 Ford Diesel Tractor w/cab, air, fully weighted,
dual power, less than 150 hrs; 5-16" Ford Plows; 18'
Wing Disk w/sprayer attachment & Buster Bar;
Rolling Cultivator; 2000 Lilliston 6 row Bee Line
spray rig-400 gal.; New Holland TR70 Twin Rotor
Combine Hydrostatic Cat. engine, 15' floating head
(good as new); John Deere 6 row planter & drill
w/fertilizer bins, no till & computer attachments.
Iirmilue Wm*feuipment
5000 Ford Tractor, model 1975, good condition; 6'
Bush Nog; Box Blade; Long Rotary Tiller, Disc;
Grader Blade; 20' Dump Grain Trailer w/goose
neck; 16'small implement trailer with tilt bed.
CosInclin Eeipmel
Shop Sweeper; Radial Arm Saw; Band Saw; Drills;
Nails; Plumbing Supplies; Electrical Supplies;
Posts; Paint; Doors; Stoves; Refrigerators; Scaffle
Jacks and much, much more.
Mem Cars
1950 Detoto' (extra good); 1930 Chevrolet
(restored).
bide
• 1975 4 Wheel Drive 3/4 Ton Chevrolet, 1977 Chevrolet
/
1
2ton.
Terms: Cash Day of Sale. Other terms and
conditions to be announced day of sale.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This is a great
opportunity for farmers to buy equipment at auction
where YOU set the price!

Small brick house for rent.
Furnished or unfurnished.
153-4502. _ •
Three bedroom home,
$350.00 per month, deposit
and lease required. 7536156.
Small brick house for
rent. Furnished or
unfurnished. 753-4502.
Seeing' is believing. 4,000 sq.
ft. on two levels. Two wood
stoves, also heat pump.
Privacy and seclusiona
abound. Large enough and
suitable for two families or
several singles. Coleman
Real Estate. 753.9898.

Three registered white
faced cows and male.
-Good condition. 753-1845.
For sale: 6 year old mare,
double registered, gentle, call
311737-2818._

Sale Conducted By

HATCHETT REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION

Black Angus bull. 7534504.

17777s-st
-17prillMiniature Poodle. Excellent
pet or companion. Best offer.
Phone 753-3605.

41 PUBLIC SALE
Ei01 party garage sale,
Fri. and Sat., 8:00-???
Rain or shine. Coles
Campground Rd., turnoff
641, 7th house on left and
large yellow shop or go to
end of N. 16th Ext. turn
right, 3rd house on right.
Honda Express, stereo
and speakers, grill,
noveltiesi jewelry,
kitchen item;* four twin
bedspreads effith curtains.
Fresh cut flowers, toys,
military shirts, nice clean
clothing for the whole
family. Ladies sizes 8-18,
mens extra large and 36
waist. Boys 6-12, baby girl
outfits and much more.
Garage Sale: household
items, childrens clothes,
toys. Sat., 9-4, 902 Olive
St.

Five party Garage Sale -

39. POULTRY SUPPLIES

Two bedroom house, airconditioned with den and
utility. Call 753-6254.

Two bedroom dupTex.
Westwood Subdivisio)i.
Couples only! No pets or
child. lease and deoosit
required. 759.4509.

UNCLE MILKER!

AKC Golden Retriever
puppies. Good for hunting and'
pets. Have been wormed and
given shots.
. 502-527 93110_
AKC Registered Dalmation
Puns, S weeks old. (502) 5279217 after 6 p.m.

37. LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES

32. APTS. FOR RENT

THERE HE IS!

9109

New Duplex, two bedroom,
Northwood Subd. $265.00 per
month. 753.1153.
_
12x65 1973 Furnished, central
air. 753-1987
Nice furnished one bedroom
apartment. Inquire 100 S.
13th.

Furnished, two bedrooms.
large kitchen, appliances.

Double wide with utility
carport built on, 10x18
outbuilding on lot at corner of
North 16th and Poor Farm
Rd. Close to Fisher Price.
$20,000. Call 753 7975.

--- Six month old black Great Dane,
full pedigree,cropped ears,fully
obedience trained. Call Sal, 753-

2 Bedroom unfurnisheo.
stove and refrigerator. $125
a month: 2 months rent
and $50 deposit required
Call 159-4176 days. 4362625 evenings

27 MOBILE
HOMES SALES

i

171 SUPPLIES
3S. 7,

Duplex apartment on
Monroe. Two bedrooms,
stove and refrigerator
furnished. Also has
carport and utility.
Deposit required. For
more information call
753-5400.
ent
One Bedroom apaRTn
near hospital. Furnished
or unfurnished. No pets!
Lease and deposit
required. 753-9208 after
4:00 p.m.

One bedroom apartment in
lakefront house in Panorama Shores Woodburning
stove, kitchen appliances
furnished. 436-2484 or
753-7272

Gibson guitar amplifier for
sale, 575.00. Excellent
condition, 50 watts Phone
753 °930

I 105/E1
"
1 "CLAD SEE IT
MY WAN

▪ PAP 061..DI12 ORE!

32 APTS. FOR RENT

ORGA-NS
or
PIANOS
$999
CLAYTONS
753-7575

For rent: nice1bedroom trailer,
near Murray. No pets! 489-2611.

*pen t1117:11*

PROFESSIONAL HELP
WANTED

•

EttlY

r--

el. 4 P en

,

Route 3 Benton, Kentucky 42025

Auctioneer
Phone 502-437-4864
and Real Estate Broker Charles K Hatchett

Registered quarter horses. Jet
'Deck breeding.5171096.

ESTATE AUCTION
Auction Sale Saturday, Sept. 12th at 10 a.m, at the late
Mrs. Lottie Laurence home 1 mile north of Kirksey, Ky. on
Highway 299. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell a 30" electric stove, good frost free refrigerator freezer,
chrome breakfast set, many pots and pans, semigloss & china, some
pink gloss, silverware, cost iron pieces, stone pieces, old potable vickola, large poster bedroom suit, fancy iron bed, odd chest, ook dresser,
large radio cabinet, old wood magazine rock, vacuum cleaner, coach &
choir, odd choirs, recliner, pole lamp, odd table lamps, 2 small lamps,
many what-not items, electric fans,three stock heaters, wash board, wringer washer, old wheel choir & walker, new commode still in box, yard
chairs, several good wrenches, hand and garden tools, good 20 gal.
wash kettle, many other items not listed. Not responsible for accidents.
Eats & drinks available. Sole held rain or shine. For more informaion
and your auction needs coil 435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller, Auctioneer
Liscensed and bonded in Ky.& Tenn.
My Service Doesn't Cost - It Pays

r
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41PUBLIC SALE

Carport Sale, Fri. and
Sat., 11th and intl. Rain
or Shine. 102 S. 9th. Some
glass, dishes, nicknacks,
few tools and more. 6:30-???.

MUNN
Sill

4
•

Friday evening I 1 th
Sept. 6:30 p.m. at
617 Ellis Drive, Mur-

43 REAL ESTATE

43 REAL ESTATE

Located in Riviera
Courts is this two
bedroom mobile
home, completely
furnished for only
$4,591.411. the ideal
dwelling for that son
or daughter now attending college.
Make your oHer today!
NOBINTS MALTY
ttsh a Syoum•-•

Alive with color and
charm? Pleasingly
decorated from the
foyer to the family
room with fireplace
and ceder beams, to
the kitchen with dining area and to the
bedroom wing with
built-ins.
For
economy, add central gas - and you can
find the total
package by dialing
7534412. Offered by
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.

;ilk sell pots, pons,
cooking utensils,
insrmUr
•
alogill l no
pieces of glass and
china, trinkets,
40 acre farm, half mile from
fishing equipment,
town on 94 East. six tenths of
nice luggage, electric • a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
fan, some tools, odd • tendable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdom &
pieces of furniture.
Thurman Real Estate, 753For information call
4451, Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
Otto Chester Auction
Geneva Giles, 753-6557.
Service. 435-4128.
Three party garage sale,
Fri.-Sat., 8 a.m.-5 a.m. at
802 Sycamore. Clothes of
all sizes, appliances,
glassware and furniture.
Odds and ends.
Garage Sale - 1515 Dudley
Fri. and Sat., 11-12. Starts
at 8:00 a.m.
Yard Sale: three party,
17148 Wells Exj. Thurs.,
Fri. and Sat. Furniture,
tools, odds and ends.
Three party yard sale.
1003 Coldwater Rd., Sept.
11-12, 8-5 p.m. Gas range,
baby items, children
clothes all sizes.
Antique Mall in Hazel, open
Mon.-Sat., 9-5, Sun., 1-5. 11
dealers.

BASEMENT
SALE

1

Collections of over
forty five-years from
the homes of four
families, antiques,
dishes, bed spreads,
furniture, brand new
gift items from the
closing of our store,
Home and Auto ports.
Friday, Saturday Sept.
11 and 12th, 603 Elm
Street.
43. REAL ESTATE
Located 3 miles from town
attrr,ctive 2 bd home on 6
acres. 1910 mile off 641 N. Call
Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

Country Hide-away 13
acres, walk out basement. 4,000 sq. ft.
finished.
Home or business for
rent call
Weal Note',
hal Caste
ends Jeffs
Coon
719•1767

Located three miles from
town. Attractive two bedroom
home on six acres. One-tenth

mile off 641 N. Call Spann
Realty Assoc., 753 7724.
Norden:& Thorsen
lesereee•A
Neel Weft
SeenbsIde Court Sq.
M.._,,Kentetky
752-4431

1

14 Wooded Acres,
4000 were feet on 2
levels. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths, 2
vicied stoves, also
heat pump. Some
owner financing.

•
LORETTA JOSS, MALTOSE
1200 Sycamore
•Auttey, Kentucky 42011
1502) 253-1402

Commerical building for sale
or trade. $400.00 per month
rent. Low cash down payment
and attractive financing
terms. Available to qualified
buyer. Call Spann Realty
Assoc., 753-7724.

Owner financing, two
bedroom house on
large lot. 12 miles
west on 94.

I 11 Isr llf

11 PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

New listing two miles West
of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94,
two bedroom frame house
with two acres very neat
and attractive home. For
more information call
Purdom and Thurman Real
Estate. 753-4451 Susy
Wells, 75371585 or Geneva
(Wes. 753-6557.

101111111PS I I IN I 1%'11111.

HOME AND 75
ACRES
Home and 75 acres
just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
with new insert with
blower, several outbuilding and 65 acres
of very productive
land. Owner financing available to
qualified buyer.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home team
for all the information. 753-1222
SAY HELLO TO A
GOOD BUY
Four bedroom home
basement
with
near
located
downtown. Owner
being transfered and
will sell at a
sacrifice. Asking only $36,500. Very
reasonable utility
bills. Phone Kopperud Realty 7531222.

it

753-1222j
H111111/0% MIR LIWIllt•

HOUSES FOR SALE
OR RENT
Two attractive
homes in Panorama
Shores for sale or
rent. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty for
all the details.
PRICE REDUCED
$211N
Loving care and good
taste are obvious in
this outstanding,
newly remodeled
home.
Home
features
three
bedrooms 11
/
2 baths,
living room with
fireplace, glassed-in
sun porch, modern
kitchen
and
economical central
gas heat. Priced in
the mid $40's,
through Kopperud
Realty,711Main.

74777-7715-41-A-tr-

753-911415
•

43 REAL ESTATE

40 Acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East.6/10 of a mile
blacktopped. 23 acres
tendable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
Geneva Giles, 753-6557.

(ft
zukcao
753-1222
tiomes FOR LIVN1IG
ATTRACT
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Quality, beauty and
convenience are a
few of the adjectivs
that describe this 3
bedroom 2 bath
home, less then 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean and
features a family
room, firplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located one mile
North of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main St.
COMMERICAL
PROPERTY
Property at 500 N 4th
St. Formerly known
as Shirley's Florist.
Consists of several
buildings plus approx 10,000 sq ft of
greenhouse area. Lot
is approx one acre. A
good business and investment opportunity for $72,000. Owner
will consider lease,
option. Phone Kopperud Realty for real
service in Real
Estate.

•••.••••

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, September 12th
10:00 A.M.- 1981
Dexter, Kentucky
Sale will be held on the farm located 4 miles east of
Dexter on Highway 1346. Watch for sale arrows!
115 ACRES SELLING TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER
Being offered in 3 tracts and as a whole. Tract 1 - 40
Plus Acres, productive branch bottom land; Tract II 5.6 Plus Acres with frame residence; Tract III - 69.4
Plus Acres - row crop, pasture land and woods, 2 tobacco barns.
Terms: 15% Down Day of Sale; Balance Due Within 30
Days

,.20 wooded acres near
Kentucky Lake. Can be subdivided. $950.00 acre.
Marshall Co. 1-443-1565.
441 Sunset Dr., Pine Bluff
Shores overlooking lake. Can
have trailer, $1195.00 terms.
'4431565 - 20 !wooded acres near •
Kentucky Lake. Can be
subdivided. $950.00 acre.,
Marshall Co. 1-4431565.
11
/
2 acre lot with shell of a
house. New well five
miles from Hazel. Two
miles off Murray and
Paris Rd. on Tenn. side.
753-0861.

45. FARMS FOR SALE
17/
1
2 acres, three bedroom
home, outbuildings, well,
tobacco barn. $18,500.00. 7532418.

46. HOMES FOR SALE
Two bedroom home for
sale or rent on 21/2 acre
lot. 20 miles west of
Murray. Owner help on
financing. 753-8324.
Small hosue for sale to be
moved. Call after 6:30
p.m. 753-5375. Two bedroom house
completely remodeled
inside. New bath, new
wiring and completely
insulated. New carpet
and kitchen appliances.
Natural gas, heat, city
water. Two blocks from
grocery, bank and post
office in Hazel. 753-0861.

Two bedroom home, 408 S.
3th St., Murray,$24,000.
153-3371.
_
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in appliances. Must
sell, $30,000. Call 4892670.
Prime location, 3 bedroom„
2 bath, den, formal dining
room, double garage, recreation room. 753-2676.
Four bedroom house in Lynn
Grove with 2 acres. House
needs repair. 435-4284.
Brick house two years old.
Three bedroom, two baths,
formal dining room, large,
den, two car garage, house
has many extras. Owner will
consider financing. See at
1809 Wiswell Rd. or call 7530839 or 436-2935.

Older House and
.1 acre with
repairs could be
4 bedroom
located near
Stella. Low $20.
Call 753-9924
after 4:30 p.m.
Two bedroom frame, on
seven acres, six miles west of
the city limits, in Lynn Grove
community. Two large
outbuildings. Price reduced
for quick sale. Call 753-8729.
After 6:00call 435-4460.
Cottage near lake, fresh air,

open skies, retreat, rental, or
home situation. $7,200.00 13%
financing. 753-5750.
Must sell house in
Canterbury. 753-0738

Tract I - Absolute Sale
Tracts 2 & 3 - Subject Tu Confirmation
Call for Brochure and Detailed Information or PreAuction Inspection

•-••

•

47. MOTORCYCLES
1981 Harley Davidson
Sportster. 759 1703 after
5:00.

48. AUTO SERVICES
M&G Complete Glass
Co. has added a new line
of work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass
shelving. We also install
auto glass, fix storm
windows and doors,
repair and replace store
fronts, install patio door
glass, plate glass and
window glass.Cut mirrors
and glass table tops. Do
picture framing. 753-0180.

49. USED CARS
1979 Madza R X.-7, 5 speed,
sun roof, air. Call 753 3006
after 5 p.M.
1965 Oldsmobile 88.
Convertible, red body,
white interior, white top,
mint condition. Call 7530775.
1971 Oldsmobile Vista
Cruiser station wagon.
Air condition and good
condition. 753-0816.
1972 Chevy Nova, 50,000
miles one owner. New
tires, $800.00. 753-0463
between 6:00 and 9:00
p.m
1972 Mustang. V-8 runs great.
Needs minor body work. Call
753-2266. Ask for Bob.

1976 Monte'
Carlo, local one
owner, very low
mileage
PURDOMS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1404 W. Math
753-031S
1979 Trans Am, blue with
t-top, 6.6 Litre engine, P5,
PB, cruise, $6800.00. 7534995.
1978 Mustang, 4 speed,
AM/FM cassette stereo,
clock, 46,000 miles, like
new. $3,500.00. Call 7538296.
1972 Mustang. Runs
great, needs maintenance
and body work. Call 7532266 or 759-4683.
1970 Nova six cylinder,
automatic. Runs good,
ruff body. $175.00. Call
753-9710.
,967 Chrysler 300 Special
Edition. Red with white vinyl
roof, air-conditioned. 440
motor. Needs little
restoration. $1030 firm. Can
be seen on South 16th at A6
Coach Estates._
1980 Cougar XR7, silver with
burgundy half top. $6000. 4928887.
1970 Pontiac, Bonneville.
Good condition. Call 436-2507
after 5:00.
1973 Ford wagon. 351
Cleveland, body rough.
$350.00, 759-1739.
1 9 7 1 Karmann Ghia
convertable, excellent
condition, real collectors
item. Call 489 2839 after 6
p.m.
1980 Renault LeCar four
speed, air, AM9FM, MPG 2935. 489 2666.

shape plus two wheel
luggage trailer. $8,750.00.
Call 435-4279.
1977 Chevrolet pick up.
Low mileage. Call 753%48 or 753-6084.

1961 /
1
2 ton short wheel
base pickup. Excellent
mechanical condition.
Call 753-8210

Selling 20 Ferguson Tractor and
equipment, misc. items and tools
odds and ends.
Dick Winter Owner,
Auctioneer: Shorty McBride No. 247

-•••e..4111-
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50 USED TRUCKS
1965 500 Series Dodge

5ERVICES OFFERED
APPLIANCE SERVICE

truck. 900 tires, midwest
bed and hoist. No rust,
excellent shape. 753 4747.

Whirlpool
Kenmore
Westinghouse Experienced

independent service Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872 Bob's
Appliance Service, 202 S
5th.

1977 Chevrolet pickup Low
milage Call 1539648 or 751
608,4
1971 and 1974 Chevrolet
pickup. See at Black's
Decorating Center or call 753°819

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears' For free estimates
call 753-2310
Automobile machamc will
do work on automatic and
all gasoline engined trucks
All work done gauranteed
Ca1L43.74546
_

1942 Falcon window van.
Good for carpenter, plumber,
or camper. $450.00. Later
engine. 759 1739.
1971 Ford-step van. Six
cylinder, automatic, good
condition. Paneled and
carpet, AM FM,8-track, good
tires. $895.00. Call 489-2595.

MADE
AAA CUSTOM
bookcases
CABINETS
music centers, etc
Reasonable 436-2566
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANI'
CLEANING. 24 hour service
also instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348

52. BOATS & MOTORS

CARPET CLEANING. riee
estimates. Satisfied
references. Vibra-Vac steam
or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S
CARPET CLEANING, 7535827.
- -

1226 Checkmate.171/2 ft.
150 Hp, loaded with
extras. Perfect condition.
$3,300.00 759 1252.
15/
1
2 ft. speed boat, good
condition, 35 Hp Johnson
motor. $1200.00 Call 7538296.
302 Mercruiser, 188 Hp, 21
ft., good condition. 7530738.

53, SERVICESOFFERED
Concrete aild b or-cis and
brick. Basements, drive
ways, sidewalks and storm
cellars. 20 years experience
and free estimates.753-5476.

P & D Lawn Service
Mowing, small tree and
Free
hedge trimming
Estimates 436-2997
All kinds of appliances
repaired. Washers, dryers,
refrigerators, freezers and
air conditioners. 759-1322.

Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Gutterint by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estiindg,_
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios
- Call 753-6973., Free
estimates! No lob too
small! On weekends. call
4741216.
Air-conditioners. cleaned
and .repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners Dill's Electric. call 753-9104
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
from your drivewart Industrial. residential, or
commercial, 24 hour service, Call 753-5933.
All your plumbing and air
conditioning needs. Also do
carpentry, painting, roofing
and concrete. All work done
to satisfaction. 753-9822

•

Aluminum
aluminum and vimi
siding, custom trim
work. References. Call
Will Ed Bailey, 7530689.

estimates. Call before 2:38
p.m.753-5484.

Heating refrigeration end
electrical repair
Bob's
Refrigeration
Service
Hazel KY 498-8370 or
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart

Jet 21 Turbo Craft boat. 16 ft.,
160 horse engine. 753 0268.
15' Runabout, mOtor-and
trailer. Good condition. $500.
Call 436:4216.
Pontoon with canopy,
Guard Rails and
carpeted. New 35 hp
Evinrude motor. 1981
model. Tilt trailer. Used
one time. Excellent
shape. 753-4767.

30 years experienced car-'
penter work Also. flue
building Call 436-2253

Will remove unwanted trees
at reasonable rates.Free

PROFESSIONAL ATTACK
training for dogs over 10
months old. Reasonable
rates. Call 232 8537 after 6
P.m.

1974 Courier, exceltentco
condition. 1803 College Farm
Rd.
1976 Chevy Truck. $2100.00.
Call 753-0874 after 6:00 p.m.
1980 GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into bed),
rally wheels, custom paint
and captains chairs. 13,000
milet Reply to 753-5014.
1978 4x4 Honcho, automatic,
air, AMoFkl,flew radial tires.
489.2666.
1I71 Cvomh--7-7on,
7
.-'1 0
engine, four speed. Cab good
shape. Some rust on the
body.G Good tires. 92,000
miles. $2500.00. Call 489 2637.

53. SERVICfSOFFERED

Johnson's Electric_ Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed, and
repairing. 753-7203
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care. 753-8536.
Now open! Doug Jones
Electric Airport Rd Residential work Guaranteed
free estimates Call 753
9555

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. lack Glover. 7531813.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpentry, concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates! No jbb too small.
Call days 474-2359, 474On
evenings.
2276
474-2276.
weekends.
K & K Stomp Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
MOBILE HOME AIIDIORS
underpinning, roors.sealed.
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873, lack
GlqveL
PROFESSIONAL ATTACK"
training for dogs over 18
months old. Reasonable
rates. Call 901-2324537 after 6
DAL

Carpenter work wanted. 304
years experience. 436-2253.
Will remove unwanted
trees at reasonable rates.
Free estimates. Call
before 2:30 p.m. 753-5481.
Carpet Cleaning. Clean
odor free carpet, last
longer and smells better.
For free estimates call

Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
753-9826. Experienced and
reliable.
57. WANTED
Free Kitten to 900d borne.
759-1510 after 5p.m.

AUCTION SALE
641 Auction Sale, Hwy. 641 North of Paris,
Tenn, Every Friday night at 6:30 p.m.
This week oak dressers, lamps, music
cabinet, glassware, cherry
dresser, brass Housier kitchen cabinet,
mantle clock, oak chairs, copper kettle,
walnut spool cabinet refrigerator, wicker
table and much more.

Aectieeeers:
Larry Bowen 646A
Shorty McBride 247

I HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP,
225 L. P. MiNer St.(Aaws.frw.C•wwwelty Can«)-

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

FOR
SALE
Barren River Lake, Beautify' 200 let
Subdivision. Samoyed, platted, geed
roads, staked, witb lestrictiests. Mast
sell, excellent terms. 1-S02-89S-6000.

LAKE FRONT DEVELOPMENT

AUCTION
Plus Timberlands - Agricultural Properties
Approximately 7600 Acres
OFFERED IN A VARIETY OF PARCELS

TRIGG COUNTY,KENTUCKY
•

Located on bvoutiful Borkley loke, approximately 50 miles from Paducah.
Kentucky 25 miles from Hopkinsville. Kentucky, only 1 mile from Fort Campbell Military Reserve, 90 miles from Noshville. Tennessee. 180 miles from
Louisville, Kentucky.
This property contoins two frome houses and 7 barns. Numerous streamslorge pond. Near Linton Recreation area on Barkley Lake. Over 15,000.000
board feet of timber is available on this property which has been no major
harvesting on this timber for approximately 20 years.
Land currently being used ogricultually contains 5,677 lbs. of basic burley
tobacco for the year 1981 & 5.95 acres of dark air cured tobacco.
AUCTION: Tberedey, September 17, 1551 - 1 PM
MSPICT11111: Aug. 24,235Sept. 15,-17, 1S..a.-4p..
PIM MOW SPAM AMR TIM PRIPPIIITY-CAll OM 1121112

Z:tilln=,inc.
210434-6140 .
1•600-344-2234 Ie. 267
510 S. Lafayette St • South bona IN 46601

-• .0

CINKI LATIN
- Isullekie
AVCOMIIININS

6011 South Main *reel
Fronldln, KY 42134
502-346-7171

.4 .4 IR
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50 USED TRUCKS
1979 GMC Custom Van.
You name it, its got it! A-1

Saturday, Sept. 12 at 10 a.m. on
Hwy. 641, 4 miles North of Paris at
Dick Winters Place. Mr. Winters is
leaving state.

Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer, Lk. No.67
Office Office: 239•Phone 587-4244-Mautin,TN 38237ty
Night: Marvin E. Alexander, Broker Terry Oliver, Broker
Wendell Alexander, Broker
36411186
- 3668709
MAUI
"Professionalized Service Has Caused More People To Sell The Alexander
Way"

„.

Four room house for sale
or rent. Small payment
down and monthly
payment with one acre
ground. $5,000 or $60.00
for rent. East of Alma,
753-6791.

AUCTION SALE

Alexander Real Estate
& Auction Sales

.10.1.••••••

46 HOMES FOR SALfm
Iii.1101.111111W'm
FOR SALE
The Lydia Phillips
Home located about
6 miles east of Murray on 280, includes
15 acres approximately 756 feet of
road frontage. Call
753-6531.

441:
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DEATHS ti FUNERALS

'Dealt)

Mrs. Holley's
J. K. Dick
DEAR ABBY 1 am a responsible 22-year-old woman
living with my parents. I am going away for a month's
Funeral Rites
vacation, and my problem is my parents and my guinea Dies With
pigs. My parents have told me that the minute I am out the
door they are getting rid of my guinea pigs.
Rites Friday Are Friday
I've told them that they won't have to do one

thing
because I've already made arrangements with a girlfriend J. K. Dick, former
to come by every day to feed them and clean their cages. resident of Murray, died
Abby, they still insist that the guinea pigs are going as today at 7 a.m. in the
soon as I leave. I have explained that the guinea pigs are my Henry County Hospital in
pets and not their property to do with as they please. Also. I Paris, Tenn., where
he
said that I think I am old enough to take care of my affairs,
but it is obvious that they have no respect for me or my has resided for many
years. His death followed
wishes.
If they get rid of my guinea pigs while I'm gone, I will an extended illness.
never forgive them. Tell me what you think should be done, Brother-in-law of Wells
Purdom, Sr.,he was past
and who is right.
NO RESPECT president of Southern

Stock Market

The funeral for Mrs.
Wade (Kathryne) Holley
of Route 2, Puryear,
Tenn., will be held Friday
at 11 a.m. at the Le Don
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial will follow in the
Walker Cemetery.
Friend's may call at the
funeral home.
Clay Company of Paris, Mrs. Holley, 58, died
DEAR NO RESPECT:"Miss Piggy's Guide to Life" member of First Wednesday at 12:30 a.m.
might be helpful here. I think you're right, but it's Christian Chuurch in
at Lourdes Hospital,
your parents' home and their wishes will prevail. If
Paris,
and
served
on
the
Paducah,
from injuries
you want to be absolutely certain that you don't lose
your pets, ask your girlfriend if she will look after board of First Savings she received in a twothem at her place. If that's not possible, find some and Trust Bank of Paris. vehicle collision that
He was a stock holder of occurred Tuesday about 5
other temporary home for your guinea pigs.
Murray Plaza Court.
p.m. in front of the Joe
Besides his brother-in- Dick home on Highway
law, he is survived by his 94, west of Murray.
DEAR ABBY. I am a widower in my early 70s who has widow, Mrs. Gwendolyn The deceased
was a bus
been seeing a widow in her early 60s. We've known each
Purdom
Dick;
one
driver
for
the
Cottage
other over 40 years. We both own homes, have savings, and
brother, Jim Dick, Paris; Grove, Tenn., school, but
both have children.
I want to pop the question, but I also want a pre-nuptial. one sister Mae Dick, was not driving the bus at
agreement. Would it be out of line for me to state that when I Puryear, Tenn.', several the time of the accident.
die, my home and half of my savings will go to my son, and nieces and nephews.
Born Sept. 25, 1922, in
anything my new wife and I acquire together, plus the other Funeral services will Graves County, she was
half of my savings, will go to her?‘
be held Friday at 3 p.m. the daughter of the late
A friend of mine had such an agreement and thought it at the chapel of the W. C. Wilkins and Gertie
showed a lack of love and trust. My deceased wife and I McEvoy Funeral Home Jones Wilkins.
She was a
worked for over 50 years together and we planned on
in
Paris.
member
of
the Hico
leaving something to our son.
Should the fact that I am remarrying affect those plans? Expressions of Church of Christ and a
sympathy should be former employee of the
What is your opinion?
PRACTICAL. IN TEXAS mailed to American Clippard Plant, Paris,
Cancer Society.
Tenn.
DEAR PRACTICAL: Your "agreement" sounds Friends may call after She is survived by her
more than fair to me. Your lawyer can advise you. 6 p.m. tonight Thursday husband, Wade, to whom
And be sure your bride has an attorney to guide her. at the funeral home.
she was married on Aug.
18„.1942; two daughters,
M. Tommye (Betty)
Clayton and Mrs. Kenny
(Jan) Paschall, both of
Paris, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Benny Joe (Betty)
Jackson, Murray; one
brother, Billy Wilkins,
Florissant, Mo.; three
grandchildren.

+4.57
Industrial Average
31114+%
Air Products
3iAmerican Motors
Ashland
American Telephone. 554s+%
Chrysler
5 unc
19% unc
Ford
124s unc
G.A F
General Dynamics
45%+
General Motors
24%+
General Tire
214 unc
Goodrich
l6+¼.
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
........26%-%
Heublein
54%+
I.B.M
20k•b,20%a
Jerico
Kmart
291i+%
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
134+
WendY's
18.09
C.E.F. Fund

Search Yields Weapons
EDDYVILLE, 41( y.
(AP) — A search of the
488 cells at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary
following the fatal
stabbing of an inmate
Tuesday led
to the
recovery of some
weapons Wednesday, a
prison official said.
Lester Rhodes, 31, died
of multiple wounds
"mainly in the chest
area," said Prison
Superintendent Al Parke.
While the identity of the
suspect held in the
slaying has not yet been
revealed, Parke said the

one of them bloody, on

him," and "Rhodes had
one knife."
Described as a man in
his 20s, the suspect is
being held in the prism's
segregation unit. His
name was being withheld
until state police
complete their
investigation of the
killing and obtain a
warrant.
Parke said cell
searches conducted late
Wednesday uncovered
some weapons, but "not
on a big scale."
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tax
Diesels.. $24.95 Plus Tax
Price Includes Labor
Expires Sept. 31, 1981

Mrs. Edd (Maydell
Luter) Bucy of Puryear,
Tenn., died Wednesday at
9:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. She was 62
years of age.
Mrs. Bucy is survived
by her husband, Edd
Bucy; one daughter, Mrs.
Dallas (Cheryl Ann)
McGie, Gulfport, Miss.;
two sons, Robert Bucy,
Puryear, Tenn., and
Rodger Bucy, Ellicott
City, Md.
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral and
burial arr,aNiements,--
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Hazel Hwy.

753-2617

GM

OM OIMUTT
MP='PARTS
11111:1111184. NOM'PARTS OMB=

"Keep that greet GM tire with genuine GM parts."

r.LiJA.0,

THEN I'D
BETTER 1-1AVE
THE PICKCE
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DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S
ILI

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 1 753-2380

4

VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPT'I N ERVICE

w

We Can Easily

Oil
of Olay
BEAUTY LOTION

Cl)
I1.1

Transfer You.
Refil Prescription
To Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy

4 oz.

$299

rn

Lu

tot

._1:Orea1
Nail
Enamel

Kodak 400

Kocbcoioreworn

FAS 7 COLO.

CG135-24

f

4

$259
$ °9
v8..^..NewAvvAww*/*
L'Oreal Ultra Rich

Itt

111

4
CA
uIj
Stock No 204

Summer Savings on Citation

I
w

Stock No.270
$7333
CHEVY MAKES GOOD THINGS HAPPEN!

•.

for" t_t_

ousAGE-

Cn
La

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
641 So. Murray

753-2617

4
Cn
1111

cn

4
99

30!.

Off

We Honor
PCS,Travelers,
Medimet,
Ky. Public
Assistance
And Workman's
Compensation

Duracell
9 Volt

Lao
toLLON"'

99'
2 4,4179
1 for

0

Open 9:00-9:00
Mop.-Sat.and 0
1:00-6:00 0
Sundays
Prices Good Ur,
Sept. 16tb

I-

PASTA!'
CE
Sore Throat Spray

Sun Glasses

4

Power &aka:, Automatic, th993
Roof Rack Si White Wall 0
Air, Power,Steering,
460
Tires
•

Box of 100
COUPON
we* v•Avt***'`

50%

I

8796
-900

7896

1'

Limit 1

Foster Grant
4

$2°1 C
:
411
4
u.loo rojp)
•\
Inn&
Syringe &
.
Needles

kir))

4

Summer Savings on Monte Carlo
V-8 Automatic,
Tinted Glass, Air,
Rally Wheels, White
Wall Tires, Cream
w/Chanspagne Interior

$ 29

?* WORM
S

Limit 2

Beauty Formula Shampoo
INTRODUCING:
BODY FORMULA
EXTRA
NEW

4
(i)

FINANCING COULDSAVE YOU
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!

LAFG4LI•F NN•

Fon COLON PeoNTS

0

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE WHEN-VOL/BUY
--AND TAKE DEUVERY
ON ANY NEW 1981
CHEVROLET CAR 1961
LCHT-DUTY TRUCK
OR 1962 CAVALIER

--444
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The Harmonettes, a
gospel singing group
from Princeton, will sing
at the Wayman's Chapel
AME Church on Sunday,
Sept. 13,at3 p.m.
The public is invited to
attend, a church
spokesman said.
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Harmonettes
To Sing

NEY SAY THIS MAKES
NE MOONSTONE LOOK
LIKE A RAINDROP SEEN
THROUGH THE MIST
AT EARLY DAWN

THEY ARE CUT IN THE
SHAPE OF A DOME TO
ACCENT NE PLAY OF LIGHT

MOONSTONES COME
FROM CEYLON

He expressed concern
about what had been
found, but Parke added
that the number of
weapons was not unusual,
based on past findings in
shakedowns.

suspect had "two knives,
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SALE 5x7 8x10-42.19
FROM COLOR PRINT 113.10
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